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DECAYS OF THE *'<36S4) TO OTHtR CHARtWHlUM STATES 

MASTER 
Me report on an experimental study of the decays of the *'(3684) to 

other charmonium states. The decays ©1 10* +'t36R4>'s were observed 

with the SLAC-LBL Mark II detector at the e*e - storage ring SPEAR, 

branching ratios have been measured for f'(3684) decays to vx uhere the 

X decays to ¥••(3095) or to hadrons. An upper limit of 0. t3J{ is set on 

the branching ratio for *'-»yx(3455)-»Tr^(3095)i this is a factor of 6 

less than the branching ratio measured by a previous less sensitive 

experiment. Ue investigate the decay $'-*Vi}c, TJc^hadrons. The decay 

^'-•TJ0**, which violates isospin conservation, is observed with a branch

ing ratio of (0.15*0.06)«. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the * particle in 19741 several other related 

particles have been found. These particles are called charmontum states 

since the most successful theory explaining them is the charmonium 

model. This paper gives neu experimental results on the existence and 

properties of these states. First we'll give a brief review of the 

charmonium system (theory and experiment) as it stood prior to this 

experiment. 

The charmonium model was formed in analogy to the positronium system. 

A charmed quark and a charmed anti-quark are bound in a potential well. 

In contrast to the u, d r and s quarks, the charmed quark is so massive 

that nonrelativistic approximations can be successfully used. Figure 1 

shows the states predicted by this model. The masses of the states are 

determined by the form used for the potential. The form of this poten

tial as r-*0 and as r-*infinity is inspired by Quantum Chromodynamics, but 

the potential in the intermediate region is adjusted to give the masses 

measured by experiments. Each state in the diagram has 3 labels. The 
2S+1 atomic physics label is in the form N J, ; where s is the sum of the 

quark spins tO or 1); L (S,P,D,F-»D, 1,2,3) gives the relative orbital 

'J. E. Augustin till., Phys. Rev. Lett. 13, 1453 (1974); J. J, Aubert 
fiiai-, Phys. Rev. Lett- 11, 1404 (1974). 
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angular momentum of the two quarks; J is the sum of T and ~s, the total 

spin; and N gives the radial excitation of system. The second label, 

J , gives the total spin, parity, and charge conjugation of the state. 

The third label gives the experimental mass and name of the particle 

associated with the level. There are several excellent review papers 

which give details on the form of the potential and which summarize the 

predictions of masses and branching ratios. 2 

The experimental status of the charmonium system in 1977 is also sum

marized in Figure 1. The most distinctive evidence for the 4(3095) and 

*'(36S4) comes from their production in e*e~ annihilation where they 

shoH up as huge peaks in the hadronic cross section. The other charmo

nium states below 3.7 GeV/c 2 have the wrong quantum numbers to be prod

uced directly in e*e" annihilation. They are seen in radiative decays 

of the f and +'. Several methods have been used to observe these radia

tive decays. 

1. Peaks in the inclusive energy distribution of photons from 4' 

decays give strong evidence for the decay +'-*yx uith x masses 

of 3.415, 3.510, and 3.555 GeV/c z. 3 

2. Strong evidence for states uith these same 3 masses comes from 

observation of the decay *'-*7X, x-»hadrons. These hadronic 

decays also provide information on the quantum numbers of the 

states. 

*E. Eichten e_I aj... Phys. Rev. rjW, 3090 C1978); T. Appelquist sX si.. 
preprint SLAC-PUB-2100; v. A. Novikov et a]_., Phys. Reports 4±£ C1978); 
M Krammer and H. Krasemann, preprint DESY 79/20 (1979). 

3C. J. Biddick et al_., Phvs. Rev. Lett. .38, 1324 (1977). 
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Figure 1: Charmonium level diagram: before. 
Solid lines indicate things confirmed by experiment. Cashed lines 
indicate things uith a small amount of experimental evidence. Dotted 
lines indicate things predicted by the Charmonium model for uhich there 
is no experimental evidence. 

3. The X(3510> and x(3555) have also been observed in the cascade 

decay *'-*7>:, K-*Vt.M In addition there is evidence for a fourth 

state, the x(3455).s The evidence consists of 4 events where 

less than one event background uas expected. This state has 

not been observed uith any of the other methods. It is nor

mally associated uith the 2'S0 charmonium level, the T)C'* 

This association causes theoretical difficulties because cal

culations *nd measurements of its branching ratios differ bx 

over an order of magnitude. 

A. Evidence for the XC2S30) came from the decay +-»yX, X-*yy.* It 

has not been observed uith any of the other methods. It is 

normally associated uith the 1'So charmonium Level, the He 

Like the x(3455)r this association causes theoretical diffi

culties because calculations and measurements of its branching 

ratios differ by over an order of magnitude. 

There are several excellent revieu papers7 uhich summarize the exper

imental status of the charmonium system. Briefly, the +(3095), 

+'(3684), x(3415>, x(3510), and x(3555) states are uell established. 

Enough of their quantum numbers have been measured so there Is a unique 

'U. Braunschueig *_i aj.., Phys. Lett. iZB, 407 (1975); U. Tanenbaum el 
aj.., Phys. Rev. JJ_I7, 1731 (1978). 

SM. Tanenbaum ei a!., phys. Rev. JUI, 1731 (1978). 

*H. Braunschueig e_£ aj.., Phys Lett. £7_fi, 243 (1977). 
7B. H. Miik and G. Wolf, DESY 78/23 (1978); H. Schopper, DESY 77/79 
(1977). 



correspondence to the predicted charmonium levels. Evidence for the 

X<2S3£J) and x(3455) is much weaker and confirmation is needed. 

To learn more about the charmonium system an experiment has been done 

u-ith the SLAC-LBL Mark II magnetic detector at the e*e" storage ring, 

SPEAR. During 6 weeks of running, the decays of 10* *'(36S45 /s have 

been observed. The general purpose nark II detector combined with the 

high statistics data sample provides an excellent opportunity to study 

the charmonium system. 

- 5 -

Chapter II 

THE DETECTOR 

The nark II consists of a series of cylindrical detectors coaxial 

with the SPEAR beam line. There are drift chambers in a magnetic field 

to measure directions and momenta of charged particles, scintillation 

counters to measure their velocity, and shouer counters to detect pho

tons and identify electrons. An end vieu of the detector is shown in 

Figure 2. 

A particle leaving the interaction region travels through the follow

ing parts of the detector. 

1. The beam pipe is a cylinder of 0.21 mm thick corrugated stain

less steel. 

2. The pipe counter consists of two cylindrical, 0.6 cm thick, 

plastic scintillation counters. They are 81 cm long at radii 

of 11 and 12.S cm. Each cylinder is divided in half along the 

vertical plane through the beam line. 

3. The 16 drift chamber layers are at radii 0.414 m through 1.44ft 

m with lengths of 1.984 m through 2.642 m. Six layers hava 

axial wires (parallel to the beam line) and 10 layers have 

stereo angles of ±3° to provide position measurements in the 

axial direction. The resolution is typically 0=0.22 mm. More 

- 6 -
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the Hark II detector. 
(A) vacuum chamber, (Q) pipe counter, (C) drift chamber, (D) time-oH 
'light counters, (E) solenoid coil, (F) liquid argon shouer counter: 
(c) iron absorber, (H) muon proportional tubes. 

information about the drift chamber is available in a previous 

publication. 1 

4. Tht 48 time-of-flight (TOF) counters are at radius 1.524 n 

uith an active length of 3.442 m. They are viewed with XP2230 

phototubes on both ends. The time-of-arrival and integrated 

oharge of the phototube pulses are recorded. 

5. The aluminum coil for the solenoid magnet contains most of the 

1.6 radiation lengths of material uhich lies between the beam 

and the s,houer counter. The field uas mapped with Hall and 

NflR probes before insertion of the drift chambers. A polyno

mial uas fit to this field map uith a maximum error of 0.03JJ. 

This fit is then used bv the track reconstruction program. 

During data taking the magnetic field is monitored uith an NMR. 

probe. The systematic error in the field value is less than 

0.2X. 

6. The liquid argon shouer counters form an octagon around the 

coil. Their r;tive area subtends 0. 64 * -4IT steradians. They 

contain 14 radiation lengths of lead and liquid argon. The 

lead is divided into strips with a width of 3.8 cm. These 

strips run parallel, perpendicular and at 45" to the beam 

direction to allou reconstruction of the shouer position. 

More information about the shouer counter is available in a 

previous publication.' 

•u. O-avies-Uhite £± al-• Hucl. instrum. Methods l&S, 227 ( W 7 9 ) . 

•G. S. Abrams ej ML-, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science flS-25. 309 
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7. The muon system subtends 0.5*47) steradians. It consists of 

steel hadron fit ters Cuhich double as the magnetic flux 

return) followed by proportional chamber tubes. 

The ends of the cylinder are instrumented with shouer counters. Each 

counter subtends 0.07«4n str. 

The trigger is described in minute detail in Appendix A. A brief 

description is given here. Both layers of the pipe counter must fire 

uithin ±6 ns of the time the beams cross. This provides cosmic rav 

rejection. Then a track finding processor must find at least 2 tracks 

in the drift chambers, one of which must fire a TCF counter. The other 

need only go through the inside 5 drift chamber layers. All events sat

isfying these criteria are logged on tape. 

CJ978J; C. S. Abrams £t aj.., to be published in IEEE Transactions on 
Huclear Science (1979) . 
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Chapter III 

EVENT RECOHSTRUCT10H 

The origin of the coordinate system used for the analysis is at the 

nominal beam collision point, the center of the detector. The x, y, and 

z axes point towards the center of SPEAR, up, and in the positron beam 

direction respectively. The polar angle, 9, is the angle betueen a vec

tor and the +z axis. The azimuthal angle, i t is the angle betueen the x 

Axis and the projection of a vector on the x-y plane uhile r is the 

length of the projection of a vector on the x-V plane. The actual beam 

collision point, the interaction region, moves when the configuration of 

SPEAR is changed- This position is measured using Bhabha events 

te**"-»6*e-) . 

The event reconstruction starts with charged particle tracking. A 

pattern recognition program looks for hits in the drift chamber which 

lie on a helix. Since a helix has S freo parameters, at least 5 meas

urements are needed to determine it. To provide redundancy and allow 

resolution of the light-left ambiguity the tracking program requires 7 

hits on a tra*-*.. This allows tracks wilh Jcos &|40.S5 to be found. The 

parameters of the track are obtained uith a least squares fit to the 

measured drift times. The resolution of these drift time measurements 

was previously determined' 0 and parameterized as a function of angle and 

, 0 H . Oavies-White et aj. , NucI. Inst, and Meth. 160, 227 (1973). 
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position in the drift cell. The fit uses these resolutions and the 

errors caused by multiple scattering to calculate an error matrix for 

the track. 

Each track is projected to the time-of-flight counter radius. The 2 

position where the track hit the counter and the times and pulseheights 

of the two phototube pulses are used to calculate a flight time. This 

time and the pathlength of the track determine the particle's speed. 

The speed and momentum can then be i"- article identification. 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the e*. ...,e-of-f 1 ight minus the 

measured time-of-f light for muons in the decay *'-MI*IT*, +*u,V. The 

distribution is Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.313 ns. This 

resolution provides lo e-n, n-K, K-p separation up to D.3, 1.35, and 2.2 

CeV, respectively. 

To allow identification of electrons, the energy deposited in the 

liquid argon calorimeter by charged tracks is determined by summing the 

charge deposited on strips passing near the projection of the track.'1 

The sunmed charge is converted to deposited energy using a calibration 

based on electro-magnetic shower Monte Carlo calculations,,: and on 

measurements of Bhabhas and of photons from the decays *-*Ti*n~ii0 and 

2S*2TI"TT°. Photons are detected in the calorimeter by looking for spa-

cial coincidences of strips with deposited charge. Since liquid argon 

shower counters have no gas multiplication, very sensitive amplifiers 

n G . s. Abrams et̂  a\_., to be published in Nucl. Inst, and neth. 

•ZECS Code, R, L. Ford and W. R. Nelson, SLAC Report No. 210 (1978). 
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TOF RESIDUAL (ns) 

Figure 3: Time-of-f1ight resolution. 
Expected TOF minus measured TOF for muons in the decay *'-»tr+TF-V; V-»u.*n" 
The Gaussian fit has mean = -0.02 ns and sigma = 0.313 ns. 
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Ccapable of detecting 10 femtocoulombs) must be used. Thermal noise in 

the first stage of these amplifiers causes pulseheight to be recorded 

for strips uhich have no deposited charge. 1 ie pattern recognition pro

gram has pulsefteight cuts to help prevent this noise from generating 

falsi; photons. These cuts cause lou efficiency for low energy photons. 

Tigures 4 and 5 shou the efficiency for photons and the energy spectrum 

of false photons. These properties are particularly important for this 

analysis. The angular resolution of the liquid argon system varies from 

4 mrad for high energy tracks to a mrad for lou energy tracks. The 

energy resolution is o=0.13'^E CGeV). 

The next step in tie event reconstruction is vettm% reconstruction. 

Charged particles can usually be identified as n's, K's or p's by TOF. 

The decays K S»H*TJ _ and A-»n"p are detected by looking for pairs of tracks 

consistent uith such decays. Figure S shows the mass distribution for 

the candidate K s's. After the mass cut indicated in the Figure, signal-

• •j-noise is 0.81:1. for n's signal-to-noise is 5.1:1. From the remain

ing tracks, a primary vertex is found. If this has RC4 cm and |z|<15 

cm, a beam constrai'.ed fit is done. using the parameters and error 

matrices from the s ngle track fits and the previously measured position 

and size of the beam, a vertex position is determined. By constraining 

the tracks to yo through this vertex, one obtains beam constrained 

momenta and error matrices. The beam constrained fits have better reso

lution than the single track fits because the pathlenglh over uliich the 

track is measured is increased by 40%. The resulting momentum resolu

tion is <7*'p* = .Q15'*.0052p2. This formula is calculated from the size 

of the beam spot and the drift chamber resotutiuti Cuhich causes the sec-

13 -

3- f T f -
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Figure 4: Photon efficiency. 
The curve shous the efficiency found with the shouer Monte Carlo, 
points shou the efficiency measured uith 'Mi'n-fl4 and <t->2v*2v~v''• 
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Figure 5: Liquid argon false photon spectrum. 
Cnergv spectrum of photons found in V'-^n**"* events. There 
average of 0.2 false photons per event. 
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ono term) and multiple scattering (which causes the first term). The 

widths of the K» and * peaks (Figures 6 «nd 7) agree with the pxpected 

resolutions. These data provide checks on the resolution both when it 

is multiple scattering limited and when it is limited by neasurement 

error. The position of these peaks provides a check on the absolute 

scale of the momentum measurements. Our K% mass measurement of 

498.U-lO.04 is 0.46 rieWc ! Iron the uorld average. The systematic error 

of . 2% on the magnetic field can account for this difference. The ** 

peak centers at 3096.2 PeV/c ; which is 1.2 M e W c * ibove the value deter

mined by scanning SPEAR's energy over the peak. This difference is con

sistent uith SPEAR's energy calibration error of 0.13". In summary, 

both the resolution and the magnitude of the momentum are consistent 

with expected errors. 

http://498.U-lO.04
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Figure 6: \t*v~ mass of K, decay candidates. 
A fit to a Gaussian plus flat background gives mass and sigma of 
498.1&±0.08 and 5.0 MeV/c 2. 
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F igure 7: \x *\i 
A fit to a Gaussian plus 
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Chapter IV 

The decay *'-»iT*Tt-t, *-»£*£" CX=lepton) v T teresting both for its 

physics implications and for its use as a *ool in understanding the 

detector. The tuo high momentum leptons leave such a distinctive signa

ture in the detector that one can get a nearly background free sample of 

events uith very loose cuts. This allows comparison of the data with 

the Monte Carlo allouing checks that the resolution and acceptance of 

the detector are properly modeled by the Honte Carlo. The number of 

detected ft*ir~-# events gives the number of produced ^'(3684) 's. The TT*IT" 

mass distribution shous effects of the dynamics of this decay. Finally, 

the branching ratio for V'-»T)* can be measured from the decays TJ-MI*!!-!!0 

or w*»~T. 

4.1 THJ, MOHTJ CARLO 

The Monte Carlo consists of tuo main parts: event generation and par

ticle detection. The event generation is done uith a simple phase space 

model. The decay sequence must be specified and the U-momenta are dis

tributed according to phase space. In some cases the phase space dis

tribution has been modified to put in angular distributions caused by 

the dynamics of the interaction. This is explicitly mentioned wherever 

it is done. 

- 19 -

To simulate particle detection, the generated particles are tracked 

through the detector and raw data {drift times, pulseheights...> are 

generated. These raw data are then analyzed by the same programs used 

for the real data. The following effects are included as part of the 

raw data generation. 

1. The position of the primary vertex is distributed according to 

the known size of the beam. 

2. The particles lose energy and undergo multiple coulomb scat

tering as they pass through material. 

3. Photons can convert to e*e" pairs in the material through 

which they pass. 

4. Electrons bremsstrahlung photons with the known energy spec

trum. 

5. Particles interact both elastically a-;d inelasti cal 1 y uith the 

nuclei in the material through which they pass. Measured 

cross sections are used. 

6. Particles decay uith their known lifetimes. This is espe

cially important for charged K's, half of which decay before 

leaving the drift chamber. 

7. The drift times in the drift chamber are generated with the 

measured resolution. This resolution varies with the position 

in the rjsU—s*nd the angle of the track. 



*. The drift chamber cell efficiency is 95'/. to simulate the dead 

cells in the real drift chamber. 

9. I.5JS of the drift times are generated uith a random ttn*e 

between 0 and the expected drift time. This simulates an 

effect in the real data attributed to delta rays. 

10. Two neighboring drift chamber eel Is sometimes f ire, as 

observed in the real data. 

11. Flight times to the TOf counters are generated uith the meas

ured resolution of 0.313 ns. 

12. Raw data are not generated for the liquid argon system. The 

measured efficiency and resolution of the liquid argon system 

are used directly to generate the parameters of the photons 

which are found. 

4.2 COMPARISON fi£ DATA AND MQNtf, CARLO 

To compare data and Monte Carlo, ue use V-*it*n~^ events where one of the 

•'s is allowed to be missing. From the 3 measured tracks and conserva

tion of 4-momentum, the 4-momentum of the fourth track is calculated. 

Checking to see if the fourth track was detected gives the tracking 

efficiency as a function of 3-momentum. Repenting this for the data and 

the Monte Carlo uith varying cuts on the fourth track provides a good 

check of the accuracy uith uhich the Monte carlo reproduces the data. 

It also allows one to estimate the systematic errors on branching ratios 

caused by uncertainties in the acceptance calculation. The Monte Carlo 

- 21 

events USPH for this comparison nrp generated U'th the v*v' fnass 

distribution observed m the data (Section 4-5.0 ) and thp positive lep-

ton is given a l*cos :0 distribution. 

Figure 8 shous a typical TI*IT"* event. Events uith 3 or A detected 

charged tracks are used. Tuo of these must be of opposite charge uith 

invariant mass within 0.1 GeV of the "i mass. Both of these tracks must 

be identified as muons by the muon system or as electrons by the liquid 

argon system. To reduce background from events uith • • and a converted 

photon, events are not used if there is a track of momentum < 1 GeV/c 

that is identified by TOF or liquid argon as an electron. To reduce 

problems caused bv «u5,mc»sur*d. traces, each of the 3 tracks used in the 

following analysis must have |z| at point of closest approach to the 

origin less than 0. t m and radial distance of closest *pproftch to th« 

interaction region less than 0.005/p Cm/Cev). 

For these events, the sum of the 4-momenta of the tuo leptons is con

strained to give the <t mass. This improves the resolution. Figure 9 

shous the distribution of the mass squared (MM recoiling «gainst th« 

Ttv". Events uith 2n's satisfying the above cuts appear tuiee in this 

histogram. The peak comes from •$'-v*v~1. It uill be shoun belou that 

the shoulder at high recoil mass comes from + '-*iW, 7) >TT * n" it" or B*IT"T. 

To select the rr'n"* events ue require 0.0<M 2<0.035. The following anal

ysis has also been done uith much looser cuts, giving consistent 

results. This, together uith the results of scanning several hundred 

event pictures, indicates that less than \7. of the events are back

ground. 
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1 ' 1 
1 J 1 
1 • • 1 

Figure 8: Typical n*Tr"f event. 
The numbers just outside the octagon are liquid argon pulseheights in 
CeV. The numbers bv the small rectangles (representing the TOF 
counters! are the measured flight times in ns. 
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Figure 9: Mass sgjared recoiling against the n* 
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For each set of 3 tracks which satisfy the above cuts, the 3-momentum 

of the fourth is calculated. The average errors on this prediction are 

±7* in angle and ±0.021 6eV/c in pt (momentum transverse to the beam 

direction). Checking to see hou often the fourth track is found and 

satisfies various quality cuts gives the efficiency as a function of 

these cuts. The variables used are to = r at point o* closest approach 

of the track to the origin; Zp = |z] at point of closest approach to the 

origin; and Too - radial distance from the track to the interaction 

region. Table 1 compares the efficiencies obtained from the data and 

the Monte Carlo with various cuts. These efficiencies are for tracks 

Nith predicted |cos S|<0.5 and pt>0.1 GeV/c. The inefficiency is caused 

by particle decays, nuclear interactions in the pipe counter, and pat

tern recognition problems. Figure ID compares the efficiencies as a 

function of pt. Note that these curves actually ahou the true effi

ciency smeared out by the resolution of 0.021 GeV/c. Since the effi

ciency drops sharply for pt<0*1 GeV/c, such tracks u 11 not be used in 

later analysts. Similarly, the efficiency drops sharply for |cos 

8|>0.76, (the Monte Carlo and data disagree by 0-02 on the location of 

this drop) so such tracks uill not be used in later analysis. Figure 11 

compares the r 0 distributions. The non-Gaussian tails are primarily due 

to particle decays and nuclear interactions. Since the tails differ 

slightly between data and Monte Carlo, the r 0 cut used in later analysis 

uill be 0.06 m. This minimizes systematic errors due to the different 

tails. Similarly, the cut z c<0.15 m uill be used. Table 1 shous that 

for these cuts the Monte Carlo and data efficiencies differ by 

(0.320.6)%. In acceptance calculations a systematic error of 1.0% times 
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the number of charged track* is used to allou for this uncertainty in 

the efficiency. 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of tracking efficiencies 

Quality cuts Data 
efficiency (X) 

flonte Carlo 
Efficiency (9j) 

none 
r t<0.D6 
r,<0.06, Zo<0.15 
r o o<0.015, z,<0. 15 

95.610.3 
92.510.4 
90.510.4 
81.950.6 

94.210.3 
92.310.4 
90.210.4 
80.210.5 

The muons from n*n"+ events are used to check tt T0F system. The 

TOF residuals are shoun in Figure 3. The measured resolution of 0.313 

ns is used in the Monte Carlo. The measured efficiency of 98. S'A is not 

in the Monte Carlo, but ue correct for it in later acceptance calcula

tions. Similarly, ue correct for the effect of the small non-Cauasian 

tails (T. (>'/, of the events are outside 2.6a rather than the expected 1J.). 

Uncertainties in these corrections contribute a systematic error cf VA 

times the number of tracks for which TOF IJ required. This error and 

that due to the charged track detection efficiency uill be added in qua

drature to give the systematic error in later acceptance calculations. 
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4.3 il+a±. it-"*"'"" BB v'r-r 

rollouing the method used by the nark I group," we nan investigate 

V'-»T)Y. The cuts used in this analysis are the same as those in the pre

vious section up to the cut on the mass squared recoiling against the 

tv. The events where this recoil mass is large (Figure 9) arise from 

the decay *'•«>*. This is seen in Figure 12 uhere the M* recoiling 

against the T is plotted separately for events uith M 2 recoiling against 

the F T greater than 0.08 and betueen 0.0 and 0.035 (GeV/c> 2. The first 

group of events has a peak of 251 events at the i> mass with width con

sistent uith our resolution. The second ?roup has a much broader mass 

spectrum. The background under the ri peak from Y'-*IT*IT-Y is calculated 

in tHO uays: by Monte Carlo and by assuming the peak in Figure 9 is 

symmetric about the » mass. They give 21 and 52 events, respectively; 

the average is used for the background subtraction. The Monte carlo 

predicts no background from v'-o-yv or T'-*1T 0TI 0Y where a r converts. The 

acceptance for T'»I)T is also obtained bv Monte Carlo where the » is 

produced with a l+cos*0 distribution. Using the number of produced 

T ' ( 3 6 8 4 ) ' S which will be calculated in the next section, the branching 

ratio for f'-»llY is (3.0t0.5)M. The error includes the statistical and 

systematic error on the number of produced ij's and the systematic error 

on the number of produced •f'(3684)'s. 

" M . T«nenbau» £t si., Phys. Rev Lett. 36, 402 (1976). 
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4.4 NUMBER QF PRODUCED •»'(3684)''S 

By counting the number of detected +'-*TT*TT"+, +*•£•£" events and using 

previously measured branching ratios for ^r-*v*Vt and 1+JL*JL~t the number 

of **(3684)'s produced in this experiment can be calculated. This num

ber uill then be used to calculate branching ratios for other reactions. 

To do this lie Mill count the total number of 4 prong events which 

contain a * decay to leptons and subtract the number of these which 

result from • '-•ut, T)*TT*IX*TT0 or **ir"7. Events are selected by requiring 

exactly 4 charged tracks to pass within r<0.06 m and |z|<0.15 m from the 

origin. These four tracks must have |cos 6|< 0.76 and pt>0.1 GeV/c. 

The total charge must be zero. To eliminate events uith converted pho

tons, eventi uith two tracks of opposite charge uith cosine of the angle 

betueen them greater than 0.95 are removed. Tor the remaining events 

Figure 13 shous a histogram of the largest invariant mass of a neutral 

particle pair. Tor this purpose, the events uere divided into 3 

classes: both particles of the high mass pair are identified as elec

trons by the liquid argon system, both particles are identified as not 

being electrons by the liquid argon system, and other (e.g. a particle 

missed the active liquid argon volume). All 3 classes are used in coun

ting the total number of events; the separation is only used to compare 

*-»e*e_ and *-*n*|i~- The lou mass tail in the "e*e _" spectrum is prima

rily caused by radiation of the electrons. A check of events in the lou 

mass tail of the "n+M-~" mass spectrum shous that half of them are really 

u,*u" events (identified by the muon system) and the other half are not 

muons (they are probably n's or K's). Since the 1 signal is so clean, 
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the last cut needed is to require this particle pair mass to be between 

2.8 and 3.4 G e W c * . 10221 events satisfy this cut. From the lou mass 

tail of the "u,*P.~" spectrum, 11D±50 of these events do not really con

tain a 1 decay. An additional subtraction of 70+30 events is made to 

remove events of the form +'-*flit, n-»n*n~Ti0 or TT*TI*TI~7. This results in 

10041 + 117 detected *'•**•**-*, **.£•.«- events. 

The detection efficiency is calculated by Monte Carlo. Phase space 

is modified by throuing the *+ir~ mass according to the distribution in 

the next section. The positive lepton is forced to have a C1*cos*9) 

angular distribution. Finally, the leptons from the 1 decay can radiate 

internally (immediately after leaving the vertex). Since 3SJC cf the 

*-»e*e~ events are lost due to radiation causing the e*e~ mass to be less 

than 2.8 GeV/c 2, it is important to check that the Monte Carlo properly 

models this radiation. Assuming that the branching ratios for *-*e*e~ 

and +-ni4u~ are equal, the data and Monte Carlo agree t>n the following 

ratios: (number of detected u,*u,~)/(number of detected e*e*), fraction 

of the total e*e" events in the tail betueen 2.8 and 2.975 GeVVc 2, and 

fraction of the total p.*u>~ events in the tail betueen 2.8 and 2.975 

Gev/c z. Since the radiative tails seem to be properly modeled, the sys

tematic error on the acceptance is just 4Ji as calculated in section 

4.2.0 . Thus there are 47,150+1900 •*'-*n*ir~-*, +-*&*&' events produced. 

Using previously measured branching ratios'* for *'-*ir*n~* (0.331.03) and 

+-»£•*- (0.141.02) gives (1.02+0.0410.17) * 10* *'(3684)'s produced for 

this experiment. The first error is from the acceptance calculation. 

"Particle Data Group, Phys. Lett. 7_5fi (1978). 
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The second error is from the errors on the previously measured branching 

ratios. This number of produced <t'(3684)'s will be used below to calcu

late branching ratios. 

4.5 DYNAMICS QE THE. DECAY **-nr*ir + r +->X*.g-

The decay *'-»n*ir~* is a good place to study the i»*ii- interaction. 

Photoproduction experiments 1 5 indicate that the 1 nucleon interaction is 

much weaker than the it nucleon interaction. So the dynamical structure 

of the y**ff*tr~* decay is primarily determined by the final-state inter

action of the outgoing pions. Since both 1 and •' have isospin zero, 

the dipion system must also have 1=0. Previous studies of angular 

distributions'* shou that the v*n~ usually have zero relative orbital 

ingular momentum. Studies of our data (to be published! indicate that 

the D-uave amplitude is less than 1051. 

To study this system we use those events from the previous sect.on 

uhich have a mass recoiling against the H*TT~ system between 3.06 and 

3.13 GeV/c 2. This helps ensure that the it's are well measured. The 

Tt*TT mass distribution of the 9248 remaining events is shoun in Figure 

14a. Figure 14b shows the mass distribution for the s-wave phase space 

Monte Carlo. The different forms of these two spectra show that final 

stale interactions are important. The square root of the quotient of 

the two above distributions is shoun in Figure 14c. 

" U . Camerini e_t aj.., Phys. Rev. Lett. 38, 263 (1977). 

'*G. S. Abranvs, Proceedings of the 1975 Symposium on Lepton and Photon 
Interactions at High Energies, 25. 
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Figure 14: TT*TT~ mass distribution. 
(a) the data; (b) the phase space Monte Carlo; (c) the square root of 
fa)^(b). 
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Since the TT*TT~ system is dominantly s-uave. Figure 14c gives the 

magnitude of the s-nave matrix element. The shape of this curve can be 

directly compared to theoretical predictions. Note that the normaliza

tion is arbitrary, and thus only the shape has any physical signifi

cance. 

The 4 points at lcuest mass should be ignored because there are so 

feu signal events in these bins that the background events become impor

tant. The 4 points at highest mass should be ignored because the phase 

space factor changes very rapidly there and the Monte Carlo may not 

properly simulate the data in this respect. 

Since the original measurement of the TT*TT" mass spectrum, explana

tions have been published in several papers. Methods used include an 

intermediate c resonance 1 7 and partially conserved axial-vector cur

rents. 1 8 Both methods predict a straight line for the matrix element, 

but more work is needed to properly calculate the x-intercept of the 

line. 

1 7 R . Decker and M. Moreno, Nuo. Cim. Lett, _U, 407 '1975); B. J. Har
rington, S. Y. Park, and A. Yildiz, Phys. ftev. JL12, 2765 (1975). 

1 8 L . S. Brown and R. N. cahn, Phys. Rev. Lett. $$, 1 (1975); 0. Morgan 
and tt. R. Pennington, Phys. Rev. SJJfc, 12&3 (1975). 
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Chapter V 

The decay -t'-rrt has been observed by several experiments.'* This 

final state can result from the decays 

1. "»'-«+, JWT 

3. *'•**••*, 1°-*ft. 

The last decay mode violates isospin conservation and has only recently 
been observed. 

5.1 EVENT SELECTION 

A typical event of the topology ue are looking for is shoun in Figure 

15. Me require that at least two photons be detected in the barrel liq

uid argoi; calorimeter. Photons detected uithin 0.3 m. of a charged track 

are not used. This helps eliminate false photons caused by energy 

deposited by the charged track. It also helps eliminate photons radi

ated by the outgoing electrons. Events uith more than kuo detected pho

tons are included in the sample because noise in the liquid argon pream-

"U. Tanenbaum si al., Phys. Rev. D J_Z, 1731 C197S3 s U. Bartel eiai., 
Phy*. Lett. 22S> 492 (1978); R. Brandelik £± aj.. , DESV 79/31 (1979). 
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plifiers sometimes causes the tracking programs to find a false photon. 

The losses, if such events were eliminated, uould be difficult to csilcu-

late precisely. 

In those events uith at least tuo photons, the i is detected by its 

decay to tuo leptons: *->e*e" or *-»n*ii~. Me require that there be 

exactly one positive and one negative .particle coming from the interac

tion region, that is, they must have r < 0.06 m. and |z| < 0.1S m. at 

their point of closest approach to the origin. Figure 16 shows the mass 

distribution of these particle pairs. The peak at 3.095 GeV/c 2 is from 

the dcc&-/ -+-*2 leptons. The shaded region shius only those events uhere 

both particles are identified by the liquid argon system as not being 

electrons. The low mass tail of the unshaded region comes from v^*e*e~ 

Hhere an electron radiates a photon. The high mass tail comes from 

e*e~-*e*e- uhere an electron radiates. The selection of +(3095)'s is 

made by requiring the dilepton mass to be betueen 2.8 and 3.4 GeV/c*. 

Events satisfying these cuts are fit to the hypothesis -$'-*yy$r -̂*J1*J1~ 

uith the kinematic fitting program SQUAW. In events uith more than tuo 

photons, fits are attempted uith each photon pair. Generally only one 

such fit succeeds. This fit greatly improves the mass resolution which 

otheruise is limited by the energy resolution of the liquid argon calo

rimeter. Figure 17 shows the X 2 probability distribution for this 

5-constraint Jit. The peak at lou probability indicates a background 

contamination. To reduce background, the %z probability is required to 

be more than 0,08. Most of this background comes from V'-»TI°TI 0^. The 

smooth curve in the following mass plots is a Monte Carlo calculation of 
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Figure 16: Mass of plus-minus particle pair. 
Shaded region contains events where particles are not electrons. 
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Figure 17: x* probability distribution for 5C fit V'^77*, V-»Jl*Jl~. 
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this background. The Monte Carlo was run uith the same parameter? used 

for generating i»*n" events in section 4.5.0 -

5.2 ix-ni 

Figure 18 shous the ft mass spectrum of the remaining events. The 

sharp peak at 547.5610.U MeVVc* comes from V-»fri>, fl-*ry. The width of 

this peak is consistent uith the expected mass resolution of ±1.7 

MeV/'c2. The error given for the central value of the peak is statisti

cal only. There is an additional systematic error of 0.0008 GeV/c 2 due 

to the uncertainty of the *'-* mass difference. The consistency of this 

mass uith the accepted value provides a check on the systematic errors. 

The background in Figure 18 comes from two sources: ,0'-*ir°Ti0^ and 

+'-*vx, x-»r^. The smooth curve in the Figure is the Monte Carlo calcula

tion of the first source. Note that it peaks at high mass as the TT+TI-

mass in • '••IT+IT-* does (secMon 4.5.0 ). Estimating the background from 

the 6 bins on each side of the 7) peak, there are 166±14 signal events. 

The acceptance (including hranching ratios for ij-»7Y and 1+Jl*Ji~) is 

(0.66±0.13)Jl. Th systetr: ic error is primarily due to uncertainty in 

the photon detection effic >ncy. The number of produced Y )'(3684)'S from 

section 4.4.D then gives the branching ratio 'K-MT* = (2.510.6)2. 
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Figure 18: 77 mass distribution. The smooth curve shous the expected 
background from •*'-MT°IT0'*. 
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5. 3 iLixz, x-ri 

To si?e 1'+yx, x+yi ue remove the V'-»7)V events by cutting out events 

with 0.540 < yy mass < 0.556 GeV/c 2. Since each event has two photons, 

tuo 7* masses can be formed. Figure 19 is a scatter plot of the high 

mass combination versus the low mass combination. The known x states 

are expected to appear in the high mass projection. Tuo peaks are seen, 

along with their kinematic reflections in the low mass projection. The 

solid line is a fit to the spectrum using tuo peaks whose massss and 

magnitudes are allowed to vary but whose shapes are fixed to the known 

resolution function. The shape of the background is fixed to that 

expected from n°TI0'*, but its magnitude is allowed to vary (the number of 

background events found in this uay is 9Z less than the Monte Carlo pre

diction). The dashed line in the high mass projection is the background 

determined in this uay. The masses and branching ratics are given in 

Table 2. Again, the acceptance is determined with the Monte Carlo and 

the main source of systematic error is the photon detection efficiency. 

Tuo errors are given for the masses. The first is the statistical 

error. The second results from the 0.004 GeV/c2 uncertainty in the •* 

and <J' masses. The kinematic fit actually determines 

A=(M -M,)/(n,,-M ). We use 3.09500 and 3.68400 G e W c 2 for the 1 and V 

masses. Different values of the ^ and *' masses make our X mass meas

urements change to keep A constant. The statistical errors dominate 

other systematic errors. 

There is no evidence in Figure 19 for other intermediate states. We 

are insensitive to the state at 3.60 Gev/c2 reported by the DESY-Heidel-
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Figure 19: Scatterplot of the higher T* mass vs. the louor »+ mass. 
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TABLE 2 

Branching ratios 1or the decay *'•*}**}>*. 

The branching ratio for *-*yt is obtained using previous 
measurements 1712)2 for the branching ratio 'r'-.yx. 

mass CGeV/cM e v e n t s C B . R tf'-»?x) • ( B . R . X- .W) 
(B.R HT>) r/.) (X> 

3.410 <40 <0 56 C90X C . L . ) <8 . 
3.455 <11 <0 13 (903 C . L . ) 
3 . 5 0 S 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 6 : 0 . 0 0 4 0 2 5 4 ; 31 2 4 ! 0 . 6 3 4 . : 1 3 
3 . 5 5 5 1 0 . 0 0 1 1 0 . 0 0 4 6 9 ! 11 1 1 1 0 . 3 16 .16 

berg group 1 0 because our efficiency for a 0.090 CeV photon is very low. 

Table 2 gives branching ratio limits for states at 3.410 and 3.455 

GeV/c 1, The former is uell established by its hadronic decay modes and 

by its presence in the inclusive photon spectrum. 

Only one experiment has published a branching ratio *or a x(3455). 2 1 

Others have had a feu candidate events there 2 2 but have not published 

branching ratios. In the uork of Ref. 21, the X(3455) uas observed in 

the decay + '-*yy$ where one of the tuo photons uas observed by its patr 

conversion while detection of the second photon uas not required. There 

were 4 events in the signal where one background event was expected in 

l f tU. Bartel et a±. , Phys. Lett. 798, 492 (1978). 

2 1 U . Tanenbaum £i aJL_, Phys. Rev. n_T7, 1731 (1978). 

2 2 B . H. Wiik and G. Uolf, DESY 78/23, 79 (1978). 
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the whole scatterplot. Thg published branching ratio is a factor of 6 

higher than our limit. Since the present experiment has higher statis

tics and a good understanding of the backgrounds, it seems probable that 

the old signal was an unfortunate statistical fluctuation. Note that in 

contrast to the other x states, the x(3<!55) has not been observed in 

hadron decays or inclusively. 

The x(3455> had been associated with the expected 2'So state, the 

i)c'- Uith this assignment, measured branching ratios differed from the

oretical predictions by an order o*. magnitude. 2 3 Ibis neu limit means 

the x<3455J is no longer a candidate for the TJ C', removing these diffi-

culties. 

5.4 V«ir 8^ 

The decay '̂-»Tifl,J violates isospin conservation and hence is expected 

to have a very smalt branching ratio. To detect it, one needs good res

olution and low background. With the 5-constraint fit, the y° mass res

olution is ±0.004 G e W e 2 . Most of the non-eta events in Figure 18 come 

from V-*rx, v-*Y+ < the yy mass distribution from x events is roughly pro

portional to the yy mass). These X events are removed by cutting out 

all events uith high y* mass greater than 3.458 GeVye 2. The resulting 

yy mass spectrum is shown in Figure 20a. There is a small peak at the 

n° mass. To reduce the background still further, A other cuts are 

applied. First we require the measured energy of both photons to be 

"Heruig Schopper, DESY 77/79 (1977). 
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Figure 20: yy mass distribution with x's removed. 
The different cuts used for a, b, and c are explained in the text. Note 
that the i) peak is scaled down by a factor of 10. The arrow points to 
the n° mass. The inner tick marks shoy the signal region. The region 
between the inner and outer tick marks indicates the region used to 
e-stimattj \he background. 
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more than 0.14 GeV. This reduces background from false photons uhile 

having little effect on the n° detection efficiency. This cut Has not 

used before because it would cut out the decay *'-»yx(3. 550> uhi-:h gives 

a 0.13 GeV photon. Second, events where the difference in azimuthal 

angle of the two leptons is greater than 178.5° are cut out. This 

reduces background from e*e--»e*e~ where the initial or final state elec

trons radiate a photon. This cut was not used before because in the 

decay, **-*«*, the * is nearly at rest. Therefore the leptons from its 

decay are nearly back-to-back and often fail this cut. Third, photons 

which use a strip in the calorimeter that is also used by a charged 

track are cut out. This is done because the pattern recognition program 

is more likely to find a false photon when one strip has real pulse-

height on it. Fourth, events which have a photon with energy > 0.175 

GeV in addition to the 2 photons used in the fit are cut out. This 

helps reduce background from •'•»n°n0*. The 0.175 GeV requirement helps 

keep false photons (see Figure 5 ) from causing real *)'-*7')"r events from 

being lost. The third and fourth cuts were not used before because of 

the difficulty of estimating the fraction of signal events lost. These 

cuts introduce systematic errors in the branching ratio measurements. 

For the case *>'-»n°*, the statistical errors are large enough so that 

this systematic error is not important. Also, we measure the fraction 

of signal events lost by these cuts by noting their effect on the signal 

Figure 20b shows the resulting w mass spectrum. Taking the i6 

HeV/c* region around the n p mass as the signal (the expected resolution 

is 4 HeV/c 2), and the 45 MeV/c z region on each side as background, 7 
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events are observed where the expected background is 1.1. The 

probability that this background could fluctuate upwards to 7 events is 

1.5*10"*. Further evidence that these 7 events are not background comes 

from their flat x1 probability distribution (Figure 21 ), A signal 

should have a flat X 1 probability distribution while, as shown in the 

figure, background tends to peak at low probability. 

The narrow width of the signal helps exclude the possibility of a 

missing particle, for example, *f'-*Tir0f. A Honte Carlo study of this 

process shows that if a 0.025 GeV/c photon is missing, the peak shifts 

to 0.140 GeV/c 2 which is inconsistent with the data. A Monte Carlo 

study of the V'-»TT OII 0* background gives no events uith mass less than 

0.330 GeV/c*. Hence any missing particle must be a photon or neutrino 

of less than 0.025 GeV. 

In Figure 20b the remaining events at low w mass come from x(3510)'s 

in the non-Gaussian tail of the peak. Removing all events with high 7* 

mass > 3.448 GeVsc* results in Figure 20c. Three signal events remain 

with essentially no background. 

Attributing the signal to the reaction f'-*ir°+, we calculate the 

branching ratio. There are 5.9+2.6 signal events. The acceptance 

(including B(*-»£+je-)) calculated with the Monte Carlo is (0.4310.09)%. 

An additional factor of 0.90 coming from cuts 3 and 4 above is obtained 

from noting the decrease in the D signal caused by these cuts. The 

resulting branching ratio for *'-MT°+ is (0.15±0.06)?£. The ratio 

n$'-Mt 0*)/W-*7W) is 0.06*0.02. 
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Figure 21: X 2 probability distribution for <r'-*ff°* events, (b) for 
events uhich have no n's or *'s or TI°'S. 
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Another possible source of the signal is the nDnresonant decay of the 

virtual photon directly to n^T, About 75: of the hadronic events at the 

••' energy come from virtual photon decays. It would have to have a 

branching ratio of o.15/0.07=2.IX to cause the signal. Typical branch

ing ratios of e*e~ to an exclusive final state are small le.g. 

B(e'a--*p»fi-) < B(e'e--«2l!*Zi!'> = 2 » " ) and the decay e'e"*!!0* is Zueig 

suppressed, uhich typically suppresses decays by a factor of 1003. So a 

reasonable estimate for flCe'e^it0*) is less than 0.002X. a factor of 

1000 belou the observed signal strength. 

Several papers have been published predicting the •'••it"* branching 

ratio. 1 5 The calculation involves mixing of the SIK3) symmetric »°, n, 

and it' states to form the physical n", n, and n' states. These calcula

tions shou that the QED contribution to this mixing n small, making the 

decay T'-*n1>+ a good place to study strong interaction violations of 

SU(2) (isospin) and SU(3) symmetries. Basically, thjse violations occur 

because the masses of the u, d, and s quarks in the strong interaction 

Hamiltonian are not equal. More recent tiork" iihere effects of symmetry 

breaking in the decay amplitude are included in the calculation gives 

r(*'-*it°*)/r(+'-"l+) = 0.0410.010 consistent uith this experiment. 

2 , B . Jean-Marie e_t aj.., preprint SLAC-PUB- 1711. 

2 5 C . Segre and J. Weyers, Phys. Lett. £2B, 91 (1976)j H. Oeshpande and 
t. Ha, Phys. Lett. £28, 343 (1977); H. Genz, Nuovo Cim. Lett. 11, 
270 (I97S); R. Bhandari and L. Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. JJJ, , 8 S 2 
(1978). 

" P . Langacker, preprint SLAC-PUB-2434. 
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Chapter VI 

HADR0H1C x DECAYS 

It is interesting to observe decays of the form T5'-*rx t x-»hadrons for 

several reasons. The three established x states can be observed in this 

decay, allowing studies of their decay modes and providing information 

on their quantum numbers. It may also be possible to observe the ijc or 

He' in this May. To enhance this possibility He have attempted to meas

ure all final states for uhich the Hark II detector has a reasonable 

acceptance. Information on the quantum numbers of the x's can be 

obtained by measuring the angular distribution of the photon and by 

observing decays uhich are forbidden for particles uith certain quantum 

numbers. 

6.1 EVENT SELECTION 

Figure 22 shous a typical completely detected hadronic x decay. The 

event selection criteria are similar for all the decay modes, so the 

general technique will be described without reference to the specific 

decay modes. There must be the proper number of charged tracks passing 

within r<D.0B m and 121<0.15 m of the origin. Detection of the photon 

is not required. Events uhere any of these tracks have pt<0.1 CeV/c or 

Icos 6|>0.76 are not used. If there is no good TOF information for a 

track, it is assumed to be a pion. For tracks uith good TOF information 

w, K or proton hypotheses are tried if the measured flight time is 

53 

0.27^ 

0.73 
0.26 

Figure 22: Picture of f-*yu c(2970>, Wtf*TTK*K*. Tne K, travels several 
centimeters before decaying to 71*71"• 
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yithin 0.78 ns of the expected flight time (this, is a 2.6a, IJi 

confidence level cut). Multiple mass hypotheses are allowed for parti

cles. For each set of particle identities that satisfies conservation 

of charge, baryon number, and strangeness, a recoil mass squared is cal

culated. If its magnitude is less than 0.1 (Gev/c 2) 2 (a very loose cut) 

a 1 constraint kinematic (SQUAU) fit is done which constrains the recoil 

•ass to zero (the photon mass). If an event has more than one success

ful fit, the one with the smallest total x 2 (sum of SQUAW X* and TOF x 2 ) 

is used. in this way, the particle identification ambiguities are 

resolved. Events with SQUAU X 2 probability less than 0.1 are rejected. 

The remaining cuts are designed to remove specific backgrounds. The 

most serious backgrounds for 2 particle decays of the x's are e*e**-»e+e~ 

and e*e"«*n*n_. These backgrounds are reduced by requiring both parti

cles to be identified by the muon system as not being muons and by the 

liquid argon system as not being electron?. Candidates for X-*pp are not 

removed uith these cuts if one of the particles is unambiguously labeled 

ms a proton by TOF (TOF > (expected TOF for a kaon)+0.7» ns). A back

ground to x-»ir*Tr"Tr*iT- or n*n'K*K" is *'+TI*V* or *'-»T)* where *-»£*.£-. 

This background is reduced by removing events with a mass recoiling 

against any TJ*TI" pair that is greater *han 3.0? GeV/c 2. Finally, a 

background to other hadronic decay modes iron •/-*ir*Tr~,F, y-»hadrons is 

reduced by removing events that have a mass recoiling against any n*ir" 

pair between 3.07 and 3.11 G e W c 2 . The unshaded histograms in Figure 23 

shou the resulting spectra for the decay modes in which signals are 

observed. 
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'.'•ibr- 'ifelvc 

Figure 23: Mass spectra from f i t s to *'••y+hadrons. 
The unshaded and shaded spectra come from 1-C and 4-C f i t » , 
respect ive ly . 
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The shaded histograms in the figure are the result of an identical anal

ysis uhere detection of the photon is required and a 4 constraint kine

matic fit (conservation of energy and momentum) is done. These 4-C fits 

have less background and better resolution, but smaller acceptance than 

the 1-C fits. 

6.2 BRANCHING RATIOS 

Peaks are observed at A masses in the above spectra. The peaks at 

3.67 GeV/c z come from direct ••' decays to hadrons. The SQUAU fit shifts 

the mass doun slightly frqm the "*' mass of 3.654 GeV/c 2, In most of the 

spectra there are clear peaks coming from decays of the XC3415), 

X(3510), and x(3S55). 

To obtain branching ratios from these spectra, the Monte Carlo is 

used to determine the acceptance. A phase space distribution is used to 

model the %C3510), x(3555), and U c(2970) decays. For the x(3<il5) the 

photon is produced uith a l+cos 29 angular distribution. To check for 

model dependence, the acceptance for X(3415)-MT*TI~P, P'»TI*TI" was also cal

culated- It differs from the acceptance for x(3415)-*ir4Tr~n*TT~ by a fac

tor of 0.96±0.02. This AV. difference is added in quadrature to the sys

tematic error calculated from section 4.2.0 to obtain the total 

systematic error of the acceptance calculation. This total systematic 

error is always less than 0.7 of the statistical error. The Monte Carlo 

is also used to determine the probability that events are misclassified 

(e.g. a X-»4TT event is put into the x-»2ir2k histogram). The decays X-MT*TT~ 

and X-*K*K" are confused lOJi of the time. Misidentification probabili-
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ties are negligible for all other decay modes. The branching ratios are 

corrected for this misidentification. 

The number of detected events is determined by fitting the spectra 

betMeen 3.2 and 3.6Z GeV/c 2 to a linear background plus three peaks. 

The masses of the x(3510) and x(3555) are fixed to 3 and 5 MeV/c 2 below 

those determined from the decay V'-*yy* (Table 2 ) . They are fixed lower 

than the actual masses because the 1-c SquAW fits shift the peaks doun-

uards. The mass of the X(3415) is allowed to vary in each fit. The 

shapes of the peaks are fixed to the knoun resolution function and the 

x-intercept of the linear background is fixed to that determined bv a 

Monte Carlo of the principle background: V'-»ir°*charged hadrons. The 

resulting fits for tuo of the decay modes are shown in Figure 24. The 

fitted masses for the XC3415) are shoun in Table 3. The errors on the 

separate mass measurements are statistical. The first error on the 

averagg mass io statistical and the second error results from the 4 

MeV/e z uncertainty in the y' mass. Our x(34l5> mass measurement is 

directly proportional to the +' mass ue use (3.68400 CeV/e z). 
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Figure 24: r i t s of the 1-C x mass spectra 
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TABLE 3 

Mass of the X(34I5) 

mode mass <rteV/c2) 

it'it" 3415±2 
K»X" 3414±2 
2u*2lt- 3413tl 
1T*H-K*K- 341211 
TI*TI"PP 3414±2 
ZK'2K- 3416±3 
3n*3i7- 3411*2 
average 3412.9*0.6±4.0 

Since the spectra from the 1-C fits have higher statistics and 

smaller systematic errors than the 4-C spectra, they are used to deter

mine all the x branching ratios except x-»pp (uhere the 1-C fir shows no 

significant signal above the background). The D c branching ratios and 

limits are obtained from the 4-C spectra since they have a smaller back

ground and the efficiency for a 0.7 GeV photon is near 1. The flc limits 

are calculated at a mass of 2.970 GeV/c z, the value recently measured by 

the Crystal Ball experiment. 2 7 The limits are similar for all masses 

uithin 0.2 GeV/c 2 of this mass. The resulting branching ratios and lim

its are shown in Table 4. We have looked for many other decay modes. 

E. Bloom, to be published in the proceedings of the Photon-Lepton Sym
posium at Termilab (1979). 
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including decays Kith a n 8 or an n, but the branching ratio limits are 

too high to be of use. 

Also shoun in the table are the results of a calculation using the 

statistical m o d e l . " This model assumes all available isospin states are 

populated Mith their statistical ueights to relate the rates for decays 

to different charge states of a general decay mode. For example it rel

ates B(x-»»0li0) to B(x-M!*ir") but does not relate these to B(X-»K*K-). The 

last column in the table gives the ratio of the rate for the observed 

decay mode to the rate for the general decay mode. It also gives the 

branching ratios for the general decay mode. The bottom lines of the 

table give the sums of the branching ratios to the observed general 

decay modes. Only 1/2 of the X decays have been observed. The relia

bility of this estimate is not very good since the statistical model is 

very simple and is certainly not completely correct. 

Some of the above x hadronic decays have been previously observed. 2 9 

This is the first report of decays to K 5 K S , pp, 2K*2K", 4n'4ir, and 

TtiKiK,. This last decay is important because a particle uith J =0* is 

not allowed to decay to IT1K«K,. The absence of a peak for the x(3415) 

is further support for its quantum number assignment of 0*, while the 

observation of the XC3510) decaying in this uay shows that it is not 0*. 

This last fact was already known from observations of the angular dis-

2 , A . Pais, Ann. Phys. 3, S4S (1960). 

" U . Tanenbaum fJt al-, Phys. Rev. p_LZ, 1731 (1978). 
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TABLE 4 

X hadronic branching ratios. 

The errors for BW-»y%) *B(x-»f) do not include the overall scale uncer
tainty of 172 due to normalization (see Section 4.4.0 ). The values of 
B(x-»f) are obtained using B(+'-»7X) = C7±Z)5i from the Particle Data 
Group's Review of Particle Properties (1978) and 
B(*'-*7»c(2970>) = (0.35:0.15)% from the Crystal Ball experiment. '.he 
errors given in the table do not include these errors. The C.L. is the 
probability that the expected background could fluctuate upuards to give 
the signal. A "*" means there is too little background to calculate the 
C.L. All limits are 902 confidence level. The last column is explained 
in the text. 

mode/ events B(*'-»rx)' C.L. B(x*f) Statistical 
mass B(x-»f> factor 

n*li- 2/3 
2970 <2.3 <3-10" 5 (I.6-1D" 3 

3415 105*25 (5.2±1.2)-10"' l O " 1 0 3 (7.411.7)-lO" 3 (1.110. 2)-10" 2 

3510 <3.5 <4-10" 5 <S.7-10-» 
3555 52±13 (3.0*0.8)•10"* 10"' 3 (4.311.ll'IO" 3 (6.5*1.7)-10" 3 

K*K- 2/3 
2970 <2.3 <3-10" s <8.9-10- 3 

3415 75±18 (4.6i1.1)-10-< 1 0 " " (6.6±1.6) M O " 3 (9.9S2.4) -lO" 3 

3510 <3.5 <4.3-10" 5 <6.1-10"» 
3555 25*8 (1.510. 5)-10-< 7 M 0 " " (2.110.7)•10" 3 (3.211. 1)' 10" 3 

K.K, 
2970 <2.3 <7.3'10" 5 <2.1M0" 2 

3415 14±4 (2.010.5)•10- , » (2.910.7)-10-3 

3510 <2.3 <6.3-10" s < i . o - i o - 3 

3555 4*2 (6. 13. )-10" 5 ft (8. 14. )-10-» 

PP 2/3 
2970 3.512. (1.4*0.8)-10- s 2-10" 3 (4.0I2.3)-10-3 (6. 14. ).10"3 

3415 512 (2.711.2)M0" S 2-10-* (3.911.7)-10-» (6. ±3. )-10-» 
3510 <2.3 <3.0-10" ! <4.3-10-< 
3555 1*1 (1.711.7)-lO" 5 * (2.412.4>'lg~» (4. 14. )'10-'1 

\k 
2970 <2.3 <2.0-10-» <5.7-10"2 

3415 (5.3 <4.6'10-» <6.6-ID"3 

3510 <2.3 <2.0-10-» (2.9-10"3 

3555 <4.3 (3.7-10"' <5.3-10"3 

n'K-K, , • n-K' 'K, 1/3 
2970 813 (3.211.2)-10-* « (9. 13. )'10"2 (2.711. 0)-10-' 
3415 <4. <8.3-10" 5 <1.2M0" 3 

3510 1214 (^.1lo.7)•10-, 6 M 0 " S (3.011.0)-10-3 (9. ±3. )-10"3 

3555 <7. <1.5-10"» <2.1-10-' 
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K*pA * K'J>k 
2970 <2.3 <6.2'10-" <1.7-10"1 

3415 <9. <l.2M0"3 <t.7'10"J 

3510 <3.9 <5.3'10-< <7.6-l0"3 
3555 <6.S <8.9-10"' < 1.3- 10"z 

2**2«- 2/5 
2970 <5. <4.8-IO-' C1.4-10"2 

3415 504144 (2.110.21-10-3 l»-'»* (3.0*0.3) •*>•-» (7.310.8) -ID-' 
3510 193122 C8.211.0)-10-» lO"'03 (1.2*0.11*10'> (3.010.4)•10"2 

3C55 313129 (1.310.1)•10"' I0"2>° (1.910.21•10"2 (4.810.5)•10"! 

ir*irK»K- 1/4 
2970 <3.3 <5.4-10"5 <1.5-10~* 
3415 262128 CI.910.21-10-3 lO""' (2.710.3)-10-2 (6.810.8) • 10"2 

3510 60112 (.4.0*0.8)-10-* 10"" (5.711. 1)-10"3 U.410.3)-10"2 

3555 120116 C8.211.D-10-* 10"" (1.210.21-10-2 (3.010.4) -10"2 

»*n-pp 1/4 
2970 <4.3 <5.2-10-5 <t.5-10'* 
3415 46110 C2.6l0.6)-10-> 10"'« (3.710.8)•10-3 (1.5*0.31-10-2 
3510 1916 tl.1±0.3)-10-* 3-10"6 (1.610.4)•10"3 (6.410.2)•10"3 

3555 3618 C2.31O.5)>10-* 10"" (3.310.7)•10"' (1.310.3)-10"z 

2K*2K- 1/6 
2970 <2.3 <8.7-10"5 <2.5-10"2 

3415 28110 C 4 . 4 1 1 . 6 1 - 1 0 - * 10" 2 2 ( 6 . 1 2 . ) - 1 0 - 3 ( 3 . 8 1 1 . 4 ) ' • 1 0 " ! 
3510 614 ( 8 . 5 1 5 . 7 ) - 1 0 - s 1 - 1 0 - 3 ( 1 . 2 * 0 . 8 1 - 1 0 - 3 ( 7 . 15 . ) ' ' 1 0 - 3 
3555 1416 ( 2 . 0 1 0 . 9 ) - 1 0 - H t • io- 10 ( 2 . 9 * 1 . 2 ) - 1 0 - 3 ( 1 . 7 1 0 . 7 ) ' • 1 0 " * 

3u* 3ir 4 / 2 1 
2970 < 2 . 9 <a .7 - in - ' < 2 . S - 1 0 - J 

3415 136119 t 1 . 8 l 0 . 3 ) - l 0 " •3 to- 6 6 ( 2 . 5 * 0 . 4 1 - 1 0 - 2 ( 1 . 3 * 0 . 1 ) • 1 0 - ' 
3510 78113 C 9 . 0 * 1 . 5 ) - 1 0 - •1 10" ' 3 1 ( 1 . 3 1 0 . 2 1 - 1 0 - 2 ( 6 . 8 * 1 . 1 ) • 1 0 " 2 

3555 132117 ( 1 . 7 1 0 . 3 ) - 1 0 - •3 io-•0 1 ( 2 . 4 1 0 . 4 1 - 1 0 " 2 ( 1 . 3 1 0 . 2 ) • io - ' 

z » ' 2 i r K*K- 1/9 
2970 < 2 . 3 < 2 . 2 - 1 0 " ' < 6 . 3 - 1 0 " 2 

3415 <4S. < 2 . O - I O " 3 < 2 . 9 - 1 0 - 2 
3510 <9. < 4 . i - 1 0 " ' < 5 . 9 - 1 0 - 3 
355S <10 . < 4 . 5 ' 1 0 - 1 1 < 6 . 4 - 1 0 - 3 

n ' l l ^ K ^ K " 
2970 < 2 . 3 < 2 . 5 - 1 0 - ' < 7 . 0 - 1 0 - ' 
3415 <S.5 U . . 1 - 1 0 " 3 < 4 . 4 - 1 0 " 2 

3510 < 2 . 9 < 1 . 6 - 1 0 - 3 < 2 . 3 - 1 0 " 2 

3555 < 3 . 3 < 1 . 8 - 1 0 - 3 < 2 . 6 - 1 0 " 2 

4tr*4ir 10 /117 
2970 < 2 . 3 < 4 . O - 1 0 " * < i . i - i o - ' 
3415 714 ( 5 . 1 3 . ) - 1 0 " • . 3 - 1 0 ' •*. ( 8 . 14 . 1 -10 ' •3 ( 9 . 15 . ) • 1 0 - * 
3510 4 * 3 C3. 1 2 . ) ' 1 0 " • * 2-10- • 2 ( 4 . 1 3 . 1-10-• 3 (S . 14. ) M O " 2 

3555 915 C7. 14 . ) -10" -. 1-10- - 6 ( 1 . 0 * 0 . 6 1 - 1 0 - -2 ( 1 2 . 1 7 . ) • 1 0 " 2 
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Sum of Hadronic Branching Ratios (Statistical Model) 
2970 C2.S±1.0)»10-i 

3510 (1.9±0.4)«10-i 
3555 C3.6±0.7)*10-' 
turn of Hadronic and x-»?+ branching ratios 
2970 CZ.8±1.0)-10-i 
M 1 5 (4.7i0.6)'t0-> 
3510 C4.2i0.9)«10-' 
3555 C4.3±0.8)*10"' 

tributions in *'-»r*, X-»Y*.30 While the decays x-*n+ir and x-»K*K~ have 

been previously observed, the present statistics are much better and 

conclusively shou that the x(3415) and x(3555) decay in this uty while 

there is no evidence for decays of the x(3510) to these final states. 
PC Since the possible J states for tuo pseudoscalars are 0**, T", 2** 

etc-, the %(341S) and X(355S) must have these quantum numbers. Of 

course, all the x's must have positive charge conjugation since they are 

reached by radiative transitions from the t*# which is 1"-. So this 

leaves only 0**, 2**, 4** etc. as possible quantum numbers for the 

X(341J) and x(3555). Note that the x's quantum numbers prohibit their 

decay to K. K», so the K°K° branching ratio is twice the K»K* branching 

ratio given in the table. 

Only the x(3415) and %t3555> have clear decays to 2K*2K". Figure 25 

shous the distribution of the louest K*K~ mass in these events. The 

smooth curves show the phase space distribution. There are clear poks 

at the i(1020) mass. For the x(3415) 13 of 28 events are in the • .̂ eak 

while for the x(3555) 10 of 15 events are in the * peak. Of the 13 and 

10 events with *'s, in 4 and 2 of the events the other K*K" pair also 

have a fr mass. 
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Figure 25: Distribution of louest K*K" mass in x riecays to 2K*2K~ •• (a) 
XC3415), (b) X(3555). 

Saving the most interesting result for last, the peak in the 4-C 

spectrum for +'-»rx, x-*ir-K*K» will nou be discussed. There are 9 events 

centered at a mass of 2.97+0.01 GeV/c 2. The width is consistent uith 

the expected resolution of <J=0.013 G e W c 2 . There is very little back

ground in the plot. This peak provides strong confirmation for the 

state observed at 2.9810.02 BeV/c l by the Crystal Ball group. 3 1 Even 

though very feu of its properties have been measured, ue'M refer to 

this state as the TJC because it is near the mass expected for the i) c. 

Since +'-*77)c the flc has positive charge conjugation and since 7)c-»niK*K« 
PC it cannot be J =0*. Using the Crystal Ball group's measurement of 

B(*'-»TTJC5 * C0.35J0. lb)Jt we obtain B(7>c-»n*K-Km>*B(T>c-*lT~K*k*«> = 9.1J[. 

Assuming it decays to K.'s as often as K B's and using isospin (assuming 

the T ) C has isospin=0) to get B(flc-»n*K"K°) = 2'B(T)c-*n°K')r) = 

2'B(7)c-*ir0K°K0) one obtains Bt7)c-*nKK)=27J{. This is a very large branch

ing ratio. None o-f the other decay modes we investigated shou much evi

dence for the flc. The second largest signal is in the 4-C pp spectrum 

uhere there are 3 events near 2.97 CeV/c 2. 

3 1 E . Bloom, to be published in the proceedings of the Photon-Lepton Sym
posium at Termilab (1979). 



Chapter VII 

SJiiriRRY 

The exper .... status of the charmonium system has advanced consid

erably in the last 2 years. It's current status is summarized in Figure 

26. Our mass and branching ratio measurements are summarized in tables 

5 and 6. The 3 P states: x(3415), %(3510), and x(3555) remain firmly 

established. The X13455) is effectively dead. Tuo experiments 3 2 in 

addition to our own have set limits on its production in the decay 

+'•*?%, x-»Y^ uhich is the way it uas originally observed. For a short 

period of time there Mas a neu candidate for the i) c' at a mass of 3.591 

G e V / c 2 . 3 3 It uas also observed in *'-»vr+. The Crystal Ball experiment 3* 

has set a limit well belou the original measured branching ratio, effec

tively killing this state. The XCZ830) uhich uas observed in the decay 

t-»3r has also been eliminated by the Crystal Ball experiment. In its 

place as a candidate for the * c there is a state at 2.970±0.01 OeV/c 2 

observed in the inclusive photon spectrum by the Crystal Ball group and 

exclusively in its decay to n*KiK% by this experiment. 

3 2 U . Bartel et si., Phys. Lett. 79B, 492 (1978); E. Bloom, to be pub
lished in the proceedings of the Photon-Lepton Symposium, Fermilab 
(1979). 

" W . Bartel fiiai., Phvs. Lett. 79.B, 492 (1978). 

3 * E . Bloom, to be published in the proceedings of the Photon-Lepton Sym
posium, Fermilab (1979). 
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Figure 26: Chnrmonium level diagram: after. 
Solid lines indicate things confirmed by experiment. Dashed lines 
indicate things uith a small amount of experimental evidence. Dotted 
lines indicate things predicted by the Charmonium model for which there 
is no experimental evidence. 
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TABLE 5 

Masses of the knoun charmonium states. 

The •• and +' masses are not measurements from thfs experiment; they are 
the values used in the kinematic fits to obtain the other masses. The 
errors do not include an overall mass-scale uncertainty of ±4 MeV/c 2. 

State mass (Mev/e z) 

» e(2970) 2970 ±10 
•13095) 3095 00 
X(34I5> 3412 9*0.6 
X(35I0) 3508 1±0.6 
X U 5 5 5 ) 3555 311.1 
*'(3684> 3684 00 

TABLE 6 

Branching ratios for *'-*x*. 

The *r# branching ratios are taken from the Particle Data Croup's Review 
of Particle Properties (1978). Since the number of detected IT*TT"* 
events uas used for normalization, all other branching ratios in this 
table are proportional to B(*f' -»TT*TI "•+>. The errors given include this 
uncertainty. 

Decay mode Total branching ratio tlO from section 

• * * " • * 33. ±3. • 

n'lt0* 17. ±2. 
»+ 2.8 ±0.4 4.3, 5.2 
rxt3415>, x(3415)-.rt <0.56 5.3 
YXC35I0), x(3510>-«r* 2.4 ±0.6 5.3 
7X(3555), X(3555)-.T+ 1.1 ±0.3 5.3 
n°* 0.15±0.06 5.4 

At this time there is no candidate state for the TJ C'. Ue have no 

evidence for it, but it could easily hide under the peak from direct V 
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decays or under the x(3555) peak. Theorists can easily adjust the 

parameters of the charmonium potential to make the T) C' very difficult to 

observe. The 'P, state is also unobserved. This is not surprising 

because it cannot be produced directly in e*e" annihilation or in radia

tive •* decays. 

Uith the deaths of the XC2830) and *C3455) states, the charmonium 

model nou agrees fairly uell uith the experimental data. Work is nou in 

progress to extend the model to the upsilon system. 

Studies of *' decays are interesting not only to gain information 

about the charmonium system, but also as a clean laboratory to study 

other decays. Particular examples of this are the study of the fl*fl-

dynamics in the decay •i''*n*Tt-+ and the observation of the decay f'-Mt0* 

uhich violates isospin conservation. 
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Appendix A 

TRIGGER 

A.I REQUIREMENTS 

The beams at SPEAR consist of one small bunch each of e* and e~ 

(.02*.2*4 cm) circulating in opposite directions around the storage 

ring. They cross in each interaction region at a rate of t.28 MH2 or 

every 780 ns. The trigger must determine uhich beam crossings produced 

interesting interactions, so the detector can be read out. To see hou 

this should be done, ue must define an "interesting interaction" and 

consider the possible backgrounds. 

At SPEAR the rate for e*e" to interact producing a particle in the 

detector is small (=0.2 Hz), so it is reasonable to read in all such 

events. This allows a simple trigger criterion: read in all events 

uith at least one track going through the detector. Ho additional 

requirement, e.g. high Pt, is needed to further reduce the rate. 

Another important requirement for this trigger is that Its acceptance be 

easy to understand. For example, all events uith any charged particle 

of pt>100 HeV and |cos9|<0.65 uill cause a trigger with 100X efficiency. 

Such a simple trigger criterion allous the acceptance to be accurately 

determined by a Monte Carlo calculation, thus contributing small system

atic errors to measurements of cross sections. 
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This trigger must reject backgrounds in addition to accepting all the 

events ue uant. Background rejection should be good enough to keep the 

total trigger rate belou about 3 Hz. Higher trigger rates result in too 

much deadtime from event read-in and make data analysis unwieldy. The 

primary sources of background are cosmic rays, random firings of drift 

chamber wires and pipe counters (perhaps caused by synchrotron radia

tion); and beam gas events (interaction of the beam uith residual gas in 

the beam line). The methods used to reject these backgrounds will be 

described later. 

In addition to the above requirements necessary for normal data tak

ing, special trigger modes are needed for calibrations and diagnostics. 

A cosmic ray trigger is needed. Triggers are needed for calibrations, 

for example the TOT system has a light flasher and optica) fibers to 

provide light pulses to the counters. These pulses are recorded by the 

TOf electronics and a trigger must be generated so the data can be read 

out. 

Selection of the trigger modes should be under computer control. 

Then no cables or switches need be moved, enhancing reliability. This 

reflects a basic philosophy in the construction of the electronics: the 

computer is more reliable than the people on shift. 

A.2 IHI TJJI3 TIER IRIGGER SCHEME 

To satisfy the above requirements ue us* a tuo tier trigger scheme. 

Each time the beams cross all the data from the detector is saved. Some 

of this data is used by the primary trigger to decide if the event is of 
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further interest. If the decision is negative, the electronics are 

reset and readied for the next beam crossing; thus this decision must be 

•ade in about 500 ns. For a positive decision the data are held and the 

secondary trigger Sogie is started. Since the primary trigger decision 

must be made so quickly it is very simple. Because it doesn't run very 

often, the secondary trigger logic can take more time and thus be more 

complex. Basically, it looks in the drift chambers for tracks coming 

from the beam line. The number of tracks determines whether the event 

uill trigger. if it triggers, the event is recorded. If there is no 

trigger, the electronics is reset and enabled to record the next beam 

crossing. The secondary trigger logic takes about 35 (is to find tracks 

and make its decision. During this time the detector is insensitive to 

neH events; thus causing dead time. The sole purpose of the primary 

trigger is to make the secondary trigger logic run infrequently enough 

so the deadtime is negligible (<10H). In practice, this deadtime is a 

feu percent. 

A.3 IHE PR IMARr TRIGGER 

The primary trigger logic is very simple both in theory and in imple

mentation. For the normal charged particle trigger it requires a coin

cidence of beam crossing, pipe, and drift chamber majority (DCM). Beam 

crossing is a timing signal derived from a beam pickup electrode. The 

time between this signal and when the beams actually cross at the inter

action region is constant to better than 0.1 ns. Pipe is the px of sig

nals from the two halves of the pipe counter. Each half is the time 

compensated coincidence of signals from the tuo layers which make up 
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each hemicylinder. That is, the pipe signal indicates that a charged 

particle nent through the pipe counter. Pipe and beam crossing are put 

in a tight (12 ns) timing coincidence to reduce the cosmic ray rate by a 

factor of 12X780. OCM is true if at least 4 of 9 drift chamber layers 

have a hit in them. The 9 layers used include the inside 5 layers and A 

other layers chosen for convenience. The requirement of 4 of 9 layers 

results in a very high trigger efficiency for a track which goes through 

all the layers. This simple trigger results in a rate between 30 Hz at 

low energy and 2000 Hz at high energy. This is low enough to keep the 

secondary trigger deadtime below 10X. 

Other primary triggers are used for other data-taking modes. The 

cosmic ray trigger requires a coincidence of a top TOT coun*er, a bottom 

TOF counter, pipe, OCfl, and the condition that the beam bunches be >12 m 

from the interaction region. Triggers for calibrations are even sim

pler. In general, the calibrator te.g. light flasher system) generates 

timing signals to control the primary trigger. These signals are routed 

by the computer controlled logic. 

ft.4 SECONDARY TRIGGER LOGIC 

A. 4. 1 Requirements 

The specifications for tlie secondary trigger logic are quite strin

gent. First of all, it must make the trigger decision in about 30 *is. 

This speed is needed to limit deadtime to an acceptable value—defined 

as 10X. Experiments with Mark I indicate that the primary trigger rate 

should be at most 3 kHz, thus determining the 30 us that the secondary 
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trigger logic is allowed. in this time it must detect, uith high effi

ciency, tracks going through the drift chamber. This means that extra 

hits in the chamber or tracks at nearly the same azimuthal angle 

shouldn't make it miss tracks. While efficiently finding real tracks, 

it must reject random hits in the drift chamber. These random hits are 

caused by synchrotron radiation or electronic problems. Uhen the system 

was designed, the estimate of the number of random hits was very uncer

tain, but the best guess was about one Per layer. Therefore, random 

hits at a density of several per layer should not cause false tracks to 

be found. 

In general, the backgrounds for this new detector uere very uncertain 

so it was quite important that the conditions for the secondary trigger 

be flexible- Wherever possible, the function of the hardware should be 

programmable vi» the on-line computer. Since the secondary trigger 

logic is quite complex and is essential to the experiment, it should 

have diagnostic features built in so 1t can be tested by the computer. 

For these- same reasons, the system should be modular S.Q it is easy to 

repair. 

A.4-2 Basic Tracking Method 

The method used in the secondary trigger logic is rather simple, if 

you ignore the complications. So first the basic idea will be explained 

and then the complications uill be added one at a time. Suppose ue have 

• system of planar drift chambers and want to find tracks going perpen-

dicular to the plane of the chambers. We'll do this in one projection 
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only and won't use the drift time information. To do this, have each 

sense wire that is hit turn on a bit in a shift register, uith a sepa

rate shift register for each plane (Figure 27). put the outputs of the 

shift registers into an AMD gate and its output into a counter. Clock 

the shift registers and the counter counts hot* many tracks there are. 

That's the basic idea. Hote that by serially processing the data, only 

one AND gate is needed, rather than one for each possible position of 

the track- This savings of hardware cones at the expense of extra time 

to find the tracks, but ue have 30 us, which is enough time. 

The first complication is that tolerance must be added to the system. 

Uhen tracks pass between tuo drift chamber cells either one or both may 

fire and a track should be found in either case- This is solved by put

ting a "widener" between each shift register and the AND gate (figure 

28) A uidener extends any bit coming in by H bits, where H is program

mable. It is deadtimeless; that is, if 3 consecutive bits come in, H»3 

bi ts go out. 

The netft problem is that we don't want to require all the detectors 

tc fire. They may be inefficient or ue may want to use tracks that only 

go through the first half of the chambers. To do this, we just replace 

the AMO gate with a memory. The outputs of oil the wideners constitute 

the address of the memory. A memory of length 2", where n is the number 

of shift registers, allows vou to program exactly which combinations of 

hits will be called a track, N O U by making the memory word 2 bits wide, 

there are four possible outputs for each input. This allows the defini

tion o* a null tratfk and three exclusive track classes, which we label 
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A. B, and C. For example, A tracks could be those that have hits in 3 

of the 4 planes and B tracks could be those that only uent through the 

first planes. This "Track Logic Memory" (TLM) makes the requirements 

for a track completely programmable. 

So far Me can only detect straight tracks. Curved tracks can be 

found by putting shift registers of different lengths between each uid-

ener and the TLM input. As shown in Figure 28, this straightens out 

curved tracks, so thev can satisfy the TLM requirements. This still 

only detects tracks of a single curvature. We can make it span a small 

range of curvatures by using the wideners. Then to cover a large range 

of curvatures, ue duplicate the circuit shoun in the box of figure 28, 

24 tines. Each one has a different set of shift register lengths to 

detect a different range of curvatures. Each circuit is in a separate 

nodule, called a Curvature Module. All the Curvature Modules are iden

tical since the length of the shift register delay is programmable. 

These are called Variable Length Shift Registers, VLSR's. The set of 

delays and uidths in a Curvature Module uhich allows it to detect tracks 

in a particular range of curvatures is called a road. 

This describes the major principles of the track finding method. 

Several complications still remain. The actual drift chamber system is 

cylindrical so that different layers are at different radii and also 

have different numbers of uires. For the Curvature Mqdyles to uqrk 

properly, the shift registers must be clocked so that data about the 

same azimuthal angle comes simultaneously from all layers. This is done 

by using a "burped clock." That is the layer uith the most cells is 
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clocked every cycle (clock tick) while, for example, a layer uith 2/3 

that number of cells is clocked 2 of every 3 cycles. This keeps all 

layers moving at the same average angular speed so the data coming out 

of the shift registers is out of phase by at most half a clock tick-

This remaining inaccuracy is compensated uith the tolerance provided by 

the Hideners in the Curvature Modules. 

All of the tolerance ue have added to the system now presents a prob

lem, "chatter." A Curvature Module may detect a track for several clock 

ticks or several Curvature Modules may detect the same track. These 

should be counted as only 1 track. This is done by merging together all 

tracks found uithin a short time interval, the "antichatter interval," 

This effectively stops the double counting of tracks, but introduces the 

possibility of counting two tracks as one. Tuo tracks at nearly the 

same phi may be merged into one even if they have greatly different cur

vatures. Aside from inefficiencies in thr drift chambers, this provides 

the only mechanism for missing a track. For a one particle trigger this 

causes no trigger inefficiency since one track uill aluays be seen, but 

in multi-track triggers it introduces a small inefficiency. 

Me nou have all the basic elements necessary for the secondary trig

ger logic. Figure 29 summarizes the system with each rectangle repre

senting a separate C A M A C module. Data available to the trigger logic 

comes from 15 layers of drift chambers, uith 144 to 252 cells per layer) 

48 TOF counters; and phi strips of the endcap shouer counters. The data 

are parallel loaded into shift registers uith separate shift registers 

for each detector layer and one shift register bit for each detector 
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element. Any 12 of these shift registers are input to the trigger logic 

using the Test-and-Pickoff module. This nodule connects the beginning 

and end of each shift register and feeds the data to the Curvature 

nodules via a special CAMAC upper back plane bus. Working in parallel, 

24 Curvature Modules use the data from the Test-and-Pickoff to look for 

tracks in their roads. Each Curvature Module is programmed to see 

tracks in a particular small range of momentum. Together they detect 

any track with a transverse momentum greater than 105 MeV, The outputs 

of the Curvature Modules go to three Track Counters uhich count the 

tracks and output the number found to the Master Interrupt Controller 

(MICKEY). After the track finding is complete, MICKEY uses the number 

of tracks found to decide if the event should be read into the computer. 

Accordingly, tt either interrupts the computer or enables the detector 

to record the next event. Orchestrating this whole procedure is the 

Master Clock module. It provides the clocks and control signals to run 

the system. finally, there is a Display Module uhich takes the same 

shift register data used by the Curvature Modules and displays it graph

ically on an x-y-z scope. This allous one to see the tracks and pro

vides a very useful diagnostic of the shift register operation. 

A.4.2 Detail? o_± i!i£ Trigger ifiCQC. Modules 

Curvature Module 

The Curvature Modules form the heart of the trigger logic system. 

They are used to define the roads uhich find tracks. All the other 

modules exist to feed data to or take data from the Curvature Modules. 
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Figure 30 shous a block diagram of a Curvature nodule. There are 12 

channels of uidener and Variable Length Shift Register (VLSR). Each 

uidener is CAMAC programmable to extend an incoming bit bv 0 to 15 bits. 

Each VLSR is CAMAC programmable to delay an incoming bit by 1 to 64 

clock ticks. The setting of these delays and uidths determines the 

shape of track the Curvature Module uill find. Since the uideners and 

VLSR's are fundamental to the system, being duplicated 12 times in each 

of 24 curvature modules, a detailed schematic is shown in Figure 31 The 

VLSR isn't a shift register at all; perhaps variable length delay would 

be a better name far it. It consists of a 6 bit parallel loadable 

counter which addresses a fast RAM. During each clock cycle the counter 

is incremented (if it overflows it is reset to the value in the CAMAC 

programmed register); data from the RAM is latched; and incoming data 

from the uidener is stored in the RAM. Thus the RAM acts as a circular 

buffer. The length of this buffer is determined by the contents of the 

register. 

The outputs of the 12 VLSR's go to an address register uhich 

addresses a 2 , z uord by 2 bit RAM, the Track Logic Memory CTLM). This 

address is also available on an internal connector uhere it is used to 

diagnose problems with the module. The TLH is used to decide if the 

pattern of layers with bits on is a track. Since each pattern of bits 

addresses a different location in the TLH, the criteria for a track are 

completely general. This is much more flexible than a majority logic 

circuit. For example, the current criteria for an A track are that 

channel 12 must be on and at least 4 of the 6 bits in channels 6-11 must 

be on. The appropriate data to form this requirement are loaded into 
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the TIM uith CAMAC and read out and checked before data taking starts. 

Incidentally, it is the TLM uhich limits the number of channels in a 

Curvature Module. Each additional channel doubles the amount of memory 

required thus making this decoding method impractical uith more chan

nels. 

The two outputs of the TLM represent the 4 possibilities: no track, A 

track, B track, or C track. They are decoded to form the A, B, and C 

track outputs. These are buffered to drive 50 ft at TTL levels and sent 

via Lemo cable to the track counter modules. The track outputs are also 

latched. These latches are CAMAC readable and are displayed on front 

panel LEO's. Note that the track outputs which go to the track counters 

are true only uhile the Curvature Module detects a track while the 

latches stay set until reset at the beginning of the next track finding 

cycle. 

The Master Clock Module 

The reset pulse, along uith all the other timing and control signals 

is provided by the Master Clock Module. It generates the clock, CATC, 

and RESET for the Curvature Modules and Track Counters, the burped 

blocks for the data shift registers, and BUSY for MICKEY. Figures 32 

and 33 shou a block diagram and timing sequence for this module. It 

receives a start pulse from MICKEY when there is a primary trigger. It 

sets BUSY which goes to MICKEY indicating that the secondary trigger 

logic is running. Then it generates a system reset pulse uhich goes to 

all the modules via the upper CAMAC backplane. This is used to reset 

the latches in the Curvature Modules and the counters in the Track 
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counters. Next it generates 341 clock pulses at 10 MHz uhich go to the 

other Modules via Lemo cable daisy chain. Simultaneously it generates 

12 separate burped clocks. These go to fan-out panels uhich make 

several copies (converted to the appropriate logic level) of it to send 

to the modules that record detector data in the shift registers Ce.g. 

the drift chamber TAC's). The Figure shous the burped clock for a layer 

uhich has 2/3 of 252 channels, so it is clocked 2/3 of the time. The 

burping pattern is stored in a 252 uord by 12 bit PROM in the Master 

Clock. 

GATE is the final signal generated by the Master Clock. The Track 

Counters only record tracks uhen GATE is true. This occurs during the 

lest 252 clock ticks. 252 is the number of clock ticks needed because 

the outside drift chamber layer has 252 cells and the bur>?d clock is 

setup so all layers need 252 clock ticks to rotate 2TT radians. 64 of 

the 69 clock ticks before GATE turns true are necessary to flush data 

from the previous event out of the VLSR's. The other 25 are necessary 

for more obscure reasons. 

The remaining features of the Master Clock are for diagnostic pur

poses. Its PROM is computer readable. It has a single clock mode uhich 

allous the computer to directly access data in the shift registers, and 

it can clock the shift registers at 10 MHz for 252 clock ticks. For 

manual debugging the outputs of the burping PROM are displayed on LEO's 

and there is ft pushbutton to generate a clock cycle. 
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The Test-and-Pickoff Module 

The Test-and-Pickoff is the simplest module in the system. About all 

it contains are multiplexers and TTL to ECL and ECL to TTL converters. 

It has tuo main functions: feeding data from the end of the shift reg

isters onto the upper CAMAC backplane, for use by the Curvature Modules; 

and sending this data back into the beginning of the shift registers, 

thus making them circular. The converters are necessary because the 

shift registers are ECL while the trigger logic is TTL. The multiplex

ers are used for diagnostics. By putting the Master Clock in single 

clock mode, the computer can load the shift registers with data, read 

them back out, and send data directly to the Curvature Modules. Data 

can be put in manually using front panel switches, and it can be read 

out using LED's. 

The Track Counter Module 

There are 3 Track Counters in the system: 1 each for A, B, and C 

tracks. They count and record the tracks found by the Curvature 

Modules. Figure 34 shows how this is done. Data comes from up to 32 

Curvature Modules into latches. When a Curvature Module finds a track, 

the tine count (which indicates the azimuthal angle of the track) is 

saved in a register, and the antichatter counter starts counting. When 

this counter counts to the value in the preset antichatter register, the 

track counter is incremented and the track information is saved in the 

64 word by 44 bit track data memory. In this way, all tracks found 

within the antichatter interval are merged together. The data saved are 

the contents of the 32 input latches; the S bit time counter, which 
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counts the clock ticks since CATE turned true; and the 4 bit chatter 

counter, which counts those clock ticks during the antichatter interval 

that had a true track input. After this data is saved, the latches are 

reset and the next track awaited. At the end of the scan cycle, uhen 

GATE turns false, special action is taken to correctly handle track* at 

this boundary, A recently found track whose antichatter interval isn't 

complete is recorded and counted anyuay to prevent its being lost. How

ever, if this is done and a track was found at the beginning of the 

scan, their they should have been merged together~-so one is subtracted 

from the track count tthis is called "condition A " ) . The track count 

addresses a. 64 ward by J bit RAM which is preset with CAMAC. The 2 bit 

output of this goes to MICKEY to be used in the final trigger decision. 

This RAM has always been programmed to indicate the number of tracks 

• found (in the form 0 tracks-»0, 1 traeK-*!, 2 tracks-*? and 3 or more 

tracfcs-»3). 

Diagnostic features of the Track Counter include the ability to read 

the antichatter register, track data memory, and trigger logic memory. 

Read out of the track data memory is used not only for diagnostics, but 

the tracks recorded there are logged on tape for use by the tracking 

program in locating tracks. LEO's on the front panel indicate the num

ber of tracks found and the output of the trigger logic memory. 

mexEY 
The naster Interrupt Controller (MICKEr) links the primary trigger, 

secondary trigger, and computer, Jt provides the sole method for the 

detector electronics to interrupt the computer. When its primary trig-
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ger input goes true, MICKEY immediately generates a uait output uhich 

prevents the detector electronics from being cleared. Next it sends 

START to the secondary trigger logic which answers with BUSY. When the 

track finding is done, BUSY goes false, and MICKEY uses the Track 

Counter outputs to decide if there is a trigger. This decision is based 

on 2 bits of output from each of 3 Track Counters, and two spare bits, 

making 8 total. These address a 2" bit ram in MICKEY uhich uas previ

ously programmed with a one in those addresses u H c h should cause a 

trigger. Like the Curvature Modules' track logic memories, this allous 

completely general trigger requirements. If there is no trigger, MICKEY 

turns off Wait uhich resets the detector electronics and enables it to 

record the next beam crossing, if there is a trigger, MICKEY interrupts 

the computer to initiate event readout. The last CAMAC instruction in 

an event readout causes a reset sequence, enabling the detector. 

The Display Generator 

The Display Generator records the shift register data in its RAM and 

then displays it on an x-y-z scope. The detector layers are represented 

by 12 circles, whose radii can be set with potentiometers. Points cor

responding to cells with I's in them are intensified. Thus tracks are 

visible on the display. The display generator has a remote control 

panel uhich controls hou often a neu event is displayed and whether pri

mary or secondary triggers are displayed. 

While this display is not essential to the operation of the detector, 

it is extremely useful. When ue first turned on the detector, the on

line software wasn't ready yet. So this harduare display provided the 
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first evidence that the drift chambers worked, allowing unscrambling of 

cables and crude measurements of efficiencies. It is also useful for 

diagnosing problems with the shift registers, since it displays their 

contents. 

A.5 DETERMINING THE ROADS 

With the description given above, one can see that this harduare pro

vides a very flexible and programmable track finding system. Hou we'll 

describe hou it is programmed: all 203,164 bits of it. 

The Track Logic Memory (TLM) in the Curvature Modules contains most 

of these bits. Fortunately it is easy to program. Currently the 

requirements for an A track are that 4 or more of the 6 axial drift 

chamber layers must be on and the TOF counter must fire. With the axial 

layers fed into channels 6 to 11 and the TOF into channel 12 of the 

trigger logic, the character string "6-11>3;12=1;" (meaning channels 6 

through 11 must have more than 3 hits and channel 12 must have 1 hit) 

totally describes the setup of the TLM. A subroutine decodes this 

string and fills a 4096 byte array uhich is then used to program the 

TLM. The requirements for B and C tracks are encoded in similar fash

ion. An important point to note is that the requirements for A, B, and 

C tracks must be exclusive. Because only two bits are-used to encode 3 

track types, a particular pattern of layers being on can not be both an 

A and a B track. Also note that all curvature Modules which find A 

tracks have their TLM's programmed identically. This is not necessary, 

but it is convenient. 
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Even though there are many fewer bits of information, the delays 

Clengths of variable length shift registers) and widths used to define 

the Curvature Module roads are harder to determine than the TLM data. 

For A tracks He need a set of roads uhich will find, uith 100/i effi

ciency, all circular tracks starting at the beam line and having a 

radius of curvature larger than some minimum radius. The following geo

metric algorithm, illustrated in Figure 35, is used to generate the 

roads. 

1. Draw a circle of diameter 1.7 meters uhich goes through the 

beam line. 

2. Draw diameter AD perpendicular to the diameter uhich goes 

through the beam line. 

3. Divide this diameter into equal segments, the number of seg

ments being the number of roads uanted. Currently there are 

22 roads for A tracks. 

4. Draw circular arcs through these points, the beam line and the 

point diametrically opposite the beam line. 

5. Each banana shaped object is a road for a Curvature Module. 

Together the roads span all curvature space doun to 0.25 m. 

To get the delays and widths for a road, the following is 

done. 

6. Calculate f (the azimuthal angle) of the right side of the 

road at the radius of each detector layer to be used. Also 
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calculate &.+, the angular distance between the two sides of 

the road, 

7. Convert these angles from radians to clock ticks by multiply

ing by 252/2TT and rounding off to the nearest integer. Note 

that this conversion factor is independent of the number of 

cells in the layer, because the burped clock makes all Layers 

shift at the same angular speed. 

8. Adding ohe to t* then gives the width. The addition of one is 

an empirically determined margin providing enough tolerance to 

give 100% track finding efficiency. A typical width is 4. 

9. To get the delays, add the same number to all the 4>'% for this 

road, choosing the number to make layer 12 have a delay of 30. 

This is done to reduce chatter; that is two roads finding the 

same track will find it at about the same time because their 

delays are about the same. 

That completes the generation of roads for A tracks. Currently only 

2 roads are used to find 8 tracks: one for positive and one for nega

tive particles. These roads are generated by hand in a method similar 

to that used for A tracks, uhich are calculated by the computer. The 

roads for 0 tracks are designed to find -racks uith a curvature greater 

than 1.7m and any dip angle for uhich the track goes through the inside 

5 drift chamber layers. The minimum curvature track that these roads 

are designed to find is determined by the requirements that all delays 

and uidths must be in the ranges 0-63 and 0-15 which are the Limits of 

the harduare. 
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Having generated these roads, it is necessary to see if they work. 

This is done using the trigger logic simulator, a program uhich uses the 

IBM computer to simulate the trigger logic. This program, originally 

used to aid in the design of the trigger logic, accurately simulates its 

hardware and 1s capable of calculating the exact characteristics of the 

tracks recorded by the Track Counters. To test a set of roads, ue just 

set up the simulator uith those delays and widths, generate tracks uith 

random phi, dip, and curvature Cuithin the ranges the roads are supposed 

to cover), and see if it finds them. When doing this, the TLM is setup 

to require that all channels be on. The current set of roads found 999 

of 1000 tracks. The last one uas found when the criteria in the TLM 

Here relaxed to allou one channel to be off. 

The simulator is also used to determine the noise immunity of the 

system. Random cells in the1 shift registers are turned on and tracks 

are sought. Figure 36 shows the probability of finding a track as a 

function of the number of random points. This uas generated uith 24 

Curvature Modules and a TIM requirement of 5 or more of the 6 axial 

drift chamber layers. Tor fewer than 20 random points the probability 

of finding a track, is very small. The Mark 11 drift chambers are very 

quiet; they average about one random point per event. In fact I've 

never seen an event uith a secondary trigger that didn't clearly have a 

track in it (except for "beam burp" events uhere most of the drift cham

ber cells are on). Thus the system is sufficiently immune to random 

eel Is fi ring . 
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Finally, the simulator is used to determine the antichatter interval, 

the tine <or uhich tracks are merged together. It's important to get 

this right. H it's too small, one track may be counted as tuo. This 

allous a single track to cause a tuo particle trigger, unnecessarily 

increasing the trigger rate. If the antichatter interval is too large, 

tracks are merged together uhen they shouldn't be. This causes an inef

ficiency. The optimum size is found uith the simulator by generating 

random tracks and increasing the antiohatter interval until they don't 

chatter. The current antichatter intervals for R and B tracks are 5 and 

15. 
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figure 36: Sensitivity to random noise points in the detector 



ft.6 EVOLUTION 

Now that the general techniques for programming the trigger logic 

have been described, He'll show how the trigger requirements have 

evolved uith time. When Mark II was designed, the background conditions 

at SPEAR Here not uell understood and those at PEP were completely 

unknown. This made flexible trigger criteria important. To this add 

the fact that ue're not smart enough to anticipate all possible problems 

and a flexible trigger becomes mandatory. The following description of 

hou this flexibility uas used to overcome problems as they occurred 

illustrates the advantages of a programmable system. Only the major 

trigger changes are described below; other techniques uere tried for 

short periods of time. 

He started out uith a simple one particle trigger. All 24 curvature 

Modules required 5 or more of the 6 axial layers for an A (barrel), 

track. 6 and C tracks uere not used. A tracks are called barrel tracks 

because they must go all the way through the cylindrical, or barrel, 

part of the detector. B tracks are called endcap tracks, because they 

are alloued to go out the end of the cylinder into the endcap. The 

roads lor barrel tracks found tracks doun to a radius of curvature of 

0.8 m (a transverse momentum of 93 MeV). This uas an acceptable trigger 

at low energies, but at high energies <>6 CeV) the trigger rate 

increased to about 10 Hz. This uas unacceptable. Many of the events 

uhich triggered had only one track, often coming from large z. To 

reduce the trigger rate ue Hent to the 1.5 particle trigger. 
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The 1.5 particle trigger requires one barrel track plus another track 

which can be either a barrel or endcap track (called a half track 

because it need only go through part of the drift chamber), Monte Carlo 

studies shou that requiring an extra half track causes little reduction 

in the acceptance for hadronic events. So the 1.5 particle trigger is a 

good means to reduce the background. 

This trigger uas implemented uith a technique quite different than 

uas originally planned. The original plan had all 24 Curvature Modules 

finding both A and B tracks. A tracks would require 5 or more of the 6 

axial drift chamber layers. B tracks would require A or more of the 

inside 5 drift chamber layers (including 3 stereo layers) and a hit in 

an endcap shower counter. This wouldn't work for several reasons. The 

1iquid argon endcap wasn't installed yet. When it uas finally 

installed, its signal to noise ratio for minimum ionizing particle uas 

too small to be useful in the trigger. The second problem is that the 

definitions of A and B tracks must be exclusive. Due to the harduare 

design, a Curvature Module can not simultaneously detect A and B tracks. 

To make the definitions exclusive ue could, for example, require that A 

tracks do not have an endcap hit in their road. This, unfortunately, 

allows A tracks to be missed. Another solution uould be to label as C 

tracks those patterns that satisfy both the A and B criteria. This 

uould work except for the third problem: track chatter. A single track 

could be counted by more than one track counter. For example if there 

is a barrel track uith an endcap hit nearby, it could get counted first 

as an A track (before the endcap hit enters the road) and then as a C 

track (when the endcap hit enters the road). In fact, track chatter 
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Mill b* a problem nearly anytime ft Curvature Module is used to find 

Multiple track types. 

Considering the problems caused by using all 24 Curvature Modules to 

find both A and 8 tracks, ue decided to use 22 for A tracks and 2 for 6 

tracks. This radical change required only software modifications. Not 

a single cable was moved. This demonstrates the flexibility of a pro

grammable system. The 22 roads for A tracks span the same curvature 

space as before. The B roads find tracks doun to a curvature of 1.7 m. 

They required 4 or more of the inside 5 drift chamber layers to have a 

hit* Mo endcap hit was required. Using only 2 roads for the B tracks 

uas made possible by the small number of random drift chamber hits. The 

roads could be uide Hith a small probability of random hits causing a 

track to be found. Hith this requirement for B tracks, both barrel and 

endcap tracks are found as 8 tracks. This solves the track chatter 

problem. We knou that all barrel tracks are counted as both A and B 

tracks. Thus the requirement for the 1.5 particle trigger uas at least 

one A track and at least 2 B tracks. 

The next change to the track finding criteria was made necessary by 

low drift chamber efficiency. Typically 4% of the drift chamber cells 

are dead due to electronics or high voltage problems. Sometimes a uhole 

layer must be turnod off due to a broken wire. To prevent these prob

lems from causing significant track finding inefficiencies, ue reduced 

the efficiency requirements for tracks. A tracks now require 4 or more 

of the 6 axial drift chamber layers; B tracks require 3 or more of the 

inside 5 layers. For a 95JJ cell efficiency, the combinatory calcula-
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tion gives track «ffictencies of 0,99? and 0.99S. Unfortunately the 

dead cells are not randomly distributed so the actual inefficiency it 

slightly higher than this,' 

The last change to the track finding criteria was made to reduce the 

trig9er rate. 30X of our triggers uere caused by single low momentum 

tracks which didn't reach the TOF counters or out-of-time cosmic rays 

ghich didn't latch the TOF counters. To eliminate these He required A 

tracks to have a T0F counter latch. To avoiJ delays of more than 63 in 

the TOF channel ue also reduced the curvature acceptance from 0.8 to 

0.85 meters. 

This resulted in the final configuration, used during most of our 

data taking. 22 Curvature Modules sought A tracks. They spanned curva

tures down to G.S5 m (105 MeV). They required a TOF counter and A or 

more of the & axial drift chamber layers to fire. 2 Curvature Modules 

sought B tracks. They spanned curvatures doun to 1.7 m (209 MeV). They 

required 3 or more of the 5 inside drift chamber layers C2 axial and 3 

stereo). Since all barrel tracks are seen as both A and B tracks (neg

lecting drift chamber inefficiencies)^ the requirement for the 1.5 par

ticle trigger is at least 1 A track and at least 2 B tracks or at least 

2 A tracks. To reduce the trigger rate at high energy, He sometimes 

used a 2 particle trigger, requiring at least 2 A tracks. 

With this final configuration, it is nou interesting to examine the 

trigger rates and determine hhat causes the triggers. The vast majority 

of triggers come frim the following processes. 
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1. First order QED: e*e"-»e*e_ and e*e--ni*n". 

2. Second order QED, mainly e*e~-*e*e"e*e", e*e~-*e*e'u,*u.",. and 

e*e*-»e*e~ir*ir". 

3. Hadron production. 

4. Cosmic rays. 

5. Beam gas: collisions of beam particles uith residual gas in 

the vacuum chamber within the detector. 

6. Beam wall, caused by beam gas collisions upstream of the 

detector resulting in off energy electrons uhieh are overfo-

cused into the beam pipe in the detector. 

7. Beam burps: events where a large fraction of the drift cham

ber cells fire. 

The contributions of these event types to the trigger rate varies rap

idly uith energy and varies by factors of 2 for different running condi

tions at the same energy. Table 7 gives representative trigger rates 

for two beam energies. Beam gas and beam uall events are lumped 

together in the Table because they are hard to distinguish. They each 

contribute 1/3 to 2/3 of the rate. The rates for beam gas, beam uall, 

and cosmics have been roughly calculated using knoun pressures, cross 

sections, and fluxes. These rates agree uith the measured rates within 

a factor of two. 
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T A B U 7 

Contributions to the trigger rate 

Quantity Increases uith Run t Run 2 

Beam Energy 1.85 2.90 CeV 
Hadron Rate Luminosity 0.07 0.11 Hz 
QED rote Luminosity 0. 11 0.22 Hz 

• Cosmic rate 0.25 0.2S Hz 
Beam burp rate 0.03 0.10 Hz 
Beam gas • beam Hall ra te Pressure, Current 0.37 1.54 Hz 
Secondary trigger rate 0.«2 2.25 Hz 

The Table shows that only 15K of the events are useful beam-beam 

interactions (QED and hadrons). The rest are garbage which we'd rather 

not read in. Uhat improvements can be made? Most of the background 

comes from beam gas and beam uall events. These are uniformly distrib

uted in r. So a trigger which had z resolution and which required 

tracks to come from small z would eliminate most of these events. This 

z resolution is very desirable. The z resolution provided by wire hits 

uithout drift time information is too poor. Even with the drift times 

it is still a difficult problem, because there are many more roads in 

r-^'Z space then in r-< space. A more advanced track finding scheme may 

be necessary to find tracks in this larger space in the small available 

time. 

Another possible improvement would require the tracks to come from 

near the interaction region. This would eliminate many beam wall trig

gers. Again our resolution is too poor. Adding chambers near the beam 
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pipe improves this resolution allowing discrimination against beam uall 

events. These chambers Hill be added at PEP. 

An easier improvement is to use 50K more track logic memory in the 

Curvature Modules so that the definitions of A, B, and C tracks don't 

have to be mutually exclusive. This makes it easier to use a Curvature 

Module to find more than one track type and eliminates the problem of 

t n c k chatter. 

These improvements Mill certainly make a better, more flexible trig

ger logici but in fact, the current system works quite nell. The trig

ger rate is only 1 to 3 Hz. It finds tracks very efficiently over a 

well defined kinematic range. This allous cross sections to be measured 

with small systematic errors. It is highly programmable and thus flexi

ble. It is modular and has many built in diagnostic features; this 

makes repairs easy. Except lor the data shift registers, it is highly 

reliable. The mean-time-betueen-failures is over 3 months. In short, 

it does uhat it is supposed to do, and it does it uell. 
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Appendix B 

QUALITY CONTROL 

It is very important to ensure that the data taken with dark II are 

of high quality, tie can't afford to let a serious malfunction go unnot

iced since, if the detector isn't working properly, valuable runninj 

time is lost. Problems must be found with the on-line program, since 

the off-line analysis is about a month behind data taking. 

The task of keeping Mark II running properly should not be untferesti-

matQd. tt is an extremely complex device. There are over &DD0 detector 

elements and over 275 poger supplies. There are 7 CAPIAC branches. 

There are timing signals uhich must be stable to ,2 ns. There are com

plex subsystems, like the secondary trigger logic, uhose malfunction 

make the data completely useless. To check that all of this is working 

is not a small task. It requires careful planning to include enough 

diagnostic features in the electronics. Many man-months of software 

development are necessary to implement the tests. In the long run, this 

effort pays off: the detector is not doun very much. 

The rest of this appendix gives brief descriptions of the tesls which 

are done. It does not give every detail of every test, rather it shous 

the scope of the tests. They range from measuring voltages to measuring 

drift chamber efficiencies by doing on-line tracking. Important things 

are checked in multiple ways. Enough checks are done so it ia very dif

ficult for a problem to go undetected. 
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B.l CALIBRATIONS 

The calibration of the barrel liquid argon counters provides a good 

example of hou calibrations test the electronics. Special calibrator 

electronics dump a programmable amount of charge on each detector strip. 

This deposited charge is amplified and recorded by the electronics used 

for normal data taking. The system is pulsed 2D times in this gay; 

neans and standard deviations are calculated. This whole procedure is 

repeated 6 times Hith 6 different values of the charge. For each chan

nel the 6 means are fit uith a quadratic. This is later used to convert 

pulse height data to deposited energy. The pedestal, gain, and quad

ratic coefficients of the fit, the x 2 of the fit, and the standard devi

ations of each point are required to be within specified ranges. If 

they are not, the channel is bad. it is flagged so data from it uill 

not be used, and a list of bad channels is generated so they can be 

repaired. There are so many channels of electronics that it is impossi

ble to keep them all uorking, Normally common mode failures, affecting 

many channels, are fixed immediately. Individual bad channels are 

repaired uhen the experiment is not running for some other reason. 

Calibrating a system typically takes 3 minutes. Calibrations are 

done for the liquid argon barrels, liquid argon endcap, proportional 

chamber endcap, drift chamber, and time-of-fIight systems. Normally 

they are done once each A hour shift. often they are done uhen SPEAR 

has no beams, so no data is lost. 
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B.2 TRIGGER LOGIC TEST 

The secondary trigger logic is also tested once per shift. It is 

impossible to check that all possible inputs (there are -10*°°) give the 

correct output, so tests are done to check the function of each part. 

The program TRGTEST both programs and tests the trigger logic. It reads 

and checks the burped clock PROM in the Master Clock. It shifts data 

through the shift registers at 10 MHz, reads them out, and checks the 

output. It sets the delays and uidths and measures them at full speed 

by using the shift registers and track counters. It sets and checks the 

Curvature Modules' Track togic Memories and the Track Counters' memo

ries. Finally, into the shift registers it feeds data designed to make 

each curvature Module find a track, checking that the Track Counters 

correctly record the tracks. All of this requires less than 30 seconds. 

If any test fails, -nore tests are done to determine the cause of the 

problem. TRGTEST then types instructions for fixing the problem (e.g. 

it tells uhich module to change). 

B.3 BEGIN RUN TESTS 

A data taking run typically lasts 1-2 hours. New runs are begun uhen 

tapes are changed or when there is a long interruption of data taking 

(e.g. when SPEAR injects). As part of the begin run sequence, the com

puter does a series of tests. If a test fails, an error message is 

typed on the terminal. The operator can then abort the run and fix the 

problem. The tests include the Crate Verifier test, the MICKLY test, 

the BADC test, the parallel load test, and the muon system test. 
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The Crate Verifier test checks that CAMAC communications are working 

properly. A Crate Verifier module resides in the leftmost slot of each 

CAMAC crate. This module exists only for diagnostic purposes. It 

latches the command and urite lines, allowing the computer to read them 

back out. By doing a series of operations to each crate, the computer 

checks-that all CAflAC lines work properly. The Crate Verifier also has 

an ADC uhich is used to check the power supply voltages in the crate. 

The MICKEY test is very simple. Its 256 bit memory, uhich determines 

hou Many tracks are needed -for a trigger, is filled, read out, and 

checked. 

The BAOC (Brilliant Analog to Digital Converter) test is more com

plex. The BAOC's digitize the signal voltages from the modules which 

record data from the drift chambers and shouer counters. Using con

stants determined in the calibrations, they do a quadratic correction to 

the voltage, converting it to time (in units of 0.1 ns) or energy (in 

units of 0.1 MeV). Channels uith voltage belou a threshold are not 

recorded. Since the actual pulseheights are not logged on tape, it is 

important to check that the BADC's properly perform the corrections. 

First the constants are loaded into the BADC's memory, read out, and 

checked. Then it is put into a special diagnostic mode, where instead 

of digitizing an analog signal, it uses for input the contents of a spe

cial register. It performs the quadratic correction on this number, 

using the calibration constants. This is done for each channel the BAOC 

vould normally digitize. The results are read in and compared to a sim

ilar calculation done by the on-line computer. This test checks that 

the arithmetic is done correctly, but doesn't test the ADC. 
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The ADC's are checked by the parallel load test. For this test the 

whole system is set up as it would be for data taking. Each system 

(drift chamber, shouer counter, and TOF) is pulsed with the pulser used 

for its calibration. The BADC's digitize and convert the data. The 

results are read in and checked. This finds channels uhich have changed 

since the last calibration. After the BADC's are read in, the trigger 

logic is used to check the shift register contents. This checks that 

both zeros and ones can be parallel loaded into the shift registers. 

Only the parallel load test checks this. All other shift register tests 

only check their continuity. 

The muon system test is similar to the parallel load test. The muon 

system is pulsed, read out, and checked. 

B. A TESTS DOME EVERY 4 MINUTES 

Several tests are done every 4 minutes during a run. All the NItt bin 

voltages (both DC and AC components), preamp power supply voltages, and 

high voltages are read out, checked, and logged on tape. This is done 

using 32 channel scanning ADC modules. The beam parameters (energy, 

currents, vacuum pressure, orbits ) are received from the SPEAR com

puter, checked, and logged on tape. Finally, the trigger logic shift 

registers are checked by shifting bits through them and reading them 

out. This is done every A minutes because a single bad shift register 

can spoil the trigger efficiency, and the shift registers uere unrelia

ble. 
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0.5 OTHER TESTS 

Many other tests are performed on the data that is read for an event. 

Parts of the read-in require the CAMAC hardware to scan through modules 

until the proper number of bytes have been read. We check that the scan 

ended at the correct module. Part of the event block contains the times 

of • dozen important signals in the primary trigger (e.g.TDC start and 

Gate for the Sample and Hold modules). These are checked. The on-line 

event .malysis checks for many errors. Examples are too many drift 

chamber cells fired or the muon system's fiducial marker isn't correct. 

These errors are indicated in large characters on the event display. 

The event display itself is an important diagnostic. The rau data -is 

graphically displayed along uith the tracks found by the on-line analy

sis. A new event is displayed every feu seconds. Matching this, the 

operator can easily see groups of drift chamber cells which are always 

on or high energy electrons uith small liquid argon pulseheight. 

Uhile the event display is nice, a more important use of the on-line 

analysis is for a final check of the data quality. No matter hou many 

hardware tests are done, some subtle problems can be missed. The ulti

mate test is to use the data for its intended purpose. The on-line 

analysis is a slightly simplified version of the off-line analysis. It 

finds drift chamber tracks, associates TOF counters uith them, finds 

liquid argon pulseheights, and associates muon chamber hits with the 

drift chamber tracks. Based on the track topology, events are then 

classified as cosmics, hadrons, elastic scattering, etc. Cross sec

tions, efficiencies, time distributions, pulse height distributions, and 
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singles rites are accumulated. These are printed out at the end of each 

run and carefully examined by the operator. 

A lot of time and money has gone into these diagnostics. Has it paid 

off? Very rarely has a problem gone undetected. Uhen it does happen, a 

neu diagnostic is put in to catch it should it happen again. Consider

ing its complexity, the Mark 11 is doun very little. Hot only do the 

diagnostics tell you there is a problem, they normally point directly to 

the cause of the problem. Fixing it just involves putting in a spare 

module. So considering the value of the data, the diagnostics have paid 

off handsomely. 
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